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In the coalfields of Southwest Virginia, Iongwall technology accounts for an increasing pro-

portion of underground coal mine production. lt is a highly productive, capital intensive

method that provides a degree of mine safety greater than conventional methods. However,

·-subsldence caused by Iongwall mining has been blamed for, among other things, damaging

wells, springs, and streams above the mines. Surface land owners whose water supplies are

affected by Iongwall mines may negotiate with mining companies for compensation, or they

can seek redress in the courts. At the same time, the U.S. Surface Mine Control and Recla-

mation Act (SMCRA) provides a framework for regulation of the environmental effects of coal

mining, including hydrologic effects. The Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy, Division

of Mined Land Reclamation (DMLR) is responsible for implementation of Virginia’s primacy

program under SMCRAr

This research has assessed the potential of Iongwall mining to damage the groundwater and

surface water resources In Southwest Virginia; and examined whether existing laws and reg-

ulations, as implemented, provide an adequate and appropriate level of protection to both

water property rights and the environment. Methods included review of published and ongo-

Ing literature on effects of underground coal mining on hydrologic systems and methods of

mitigation; review of mining permits and complaint investigatlons on file at DMLR; review of

court case decisions involvlng mining effects on groundwater and surface water; review of

regulatory documents from other states active ln Iongwall mlnlng and the Federal Office of



Surface Mining (OSM); and interviews with coal company personnel, DMLR and OSM offlcials,

researchers, and regulatory oflicials in other states.

Review of both DMLR complaint lnvestlgations and published reports of numerous hydrologic

lnvestlgations lndicates that longwall mining is llkely to alter the hydrologic regime in the vi-

cinity of the mine. The knowledge base for regulation of hydrologic impacts has been lnade-

quate but is being improved in Virginia. Both DMLR and some coal companies recognlze the

need for more and better data, and are taking steps to develop the requisite data and models.

Regulatory personnel in Ohlo, Pennsylvania, West Vlrginla, and Kentucky have expressed re-

cognition of similar data deliclencies ln their states. At least one state, Ohio, has dealt with

the problem of water rights by enacting Iegislation that assigns liability for replacing damaged

water supplies to the mining companies. West Virginia, through its regulatory program, also

requires water replacement. Recommendations are offered that have as their main objective

the reduction of uncertainty about the effects of longwall mining and about compensation of

surface owners for damage to water supplies.
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Introduction

The relationship between the people of Appalachia and the coal mining industry has a long

and fractious history. Although the economies of the Appalachian coal fields have been

largely supported by coal mining, so that their fortunes are inextricably linked, nonetheless it

has been a relationship characterized at times by bitter conflict, mutual suspicion, and vi-

olence; and during the best of times, by uneasy truces based on the recognition of mutual

dependenc9¢Although the relationship is less overtly acrimonious than it was 50 years ago,

the long history of adversarial relations between the coal mine owners and operators and the

miners continues to reverberate around the latest focus of contention, Iongwall mining.

The Iongwall mining controversy arises not merely in the context of a history of conflict but

also in the midst of a retrenchment of the coal mining industry that has taken a severe eco-

nomic toll on the Virginia coal fields. Unemployment in Dickenson County, for example, ofli·

clally averaged 15 percent during 1986, when unemployment in Virginia as a whole was

exceptionally low. Furthermore, some researchers famlliar with employment in the area
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contend that the methodology used to estlmate official unemployment rates grossly underes-

timates the true numbers of unemployed and underemployed workers there!

Virginia’s coal mlnlng industry has suffered in the past decade as a result of the decllne of the

U.S. steel Industry and world export competition. In order to stay competitive, the coal in-

dustry has Iooked lncreasingly to productivity galns made possible by lncreasing mechaniza-

tion. Longwall mining technology has been one of the most Important sources of lncreased

productivity. Yet Insofar as it has contributed to the productivity of Virginia coal mines,

longwall mining has cost jobs. Accordlng to the Virginia Center for Coal and Energy Research

(VCCER), in Buchanan County, "though coal production was high in 1986, industry unemploy-

ment was nearly 18 percent due to hlgh·productivity longwall equipment in Buchanan's largest

mines."*

Industry oflicials deny that longwall mining costs jobs. instead, they point out, without

longwall technology many of the largest mines could not be operated profitably and would

have to be closed. Furthermore, they contend that although there are fewer workers under-

ground in a longwall mine, the technology requires more supporting personnel than conven-

tional mining methods. Finally, according to Gene Mathis, former president of Pittston Coal

Group, Inc., longwall mining technology ls the only way to mine very deep coal seams with

any degree of safety}

The current controversy over longwall mining, however, concerns Its environmental effects,

not its effects on jobs In the Virginia coaIlieldÄResidents of Buchanan, Dickenson, and Wise

Counties, the three counties in which longwalls are currently operating in Virginia, have

oomplained of subsldence damage to their homes, the venting of natural gas, groundshaking,

1 Seltzer, Curtis. Economic Development In Virginia’s Coal Countles: Strategies for the Future.
Blacksburg: VCCER, September 1987, pp. 9-12.

* Hibbard, Walter R., Jr. An Abridged History of the Southwest Virginia Coal Industry. Blacksburg:
VCCER, July 1987, p. 37. .

* Mathis, Gene. Intervlewed by Ted Clutter of VCCER, Lebanon, Va., May 3, 1988.
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and loss of wells and sprlngs used for water supply/So urgent have their pleas become that

the Virginia leglslature, by means of a joint resolution, formed the Joint Subcommittee

Studylng the Effects of Longwall Mlnlng. At a recent series of hearings held in the coal

countles, the subcommlttee heard from owners of property damaged by subsidence, from

people living ln fear of natural gas exploslons and earthquake-like jolts and 'bumps" caused

by active land subsidence, and from people whose tranquil lives have been ruined by anxlety

over the anticlpated loss of their homes. ll'he subcommlttee also heard from mining company

executives, who described the programs for mitigation and compensatlon that the companies

have voluntarlly implemented, that some citlzens have embraced, but that others say are in-

adequate.‘

Controversies over subsidence and its impacts are not limited to Virginia. The title of a recent

conference on subsidence, co-sponsored by the American Mining Congress and the West

Virginia Coal Association, reflects the industry’s perspective: An Industry Under Seige: Some

Facts About Subsidenceß According to Gerald T. McPhee, Director of Govemmental Relations

for Island Creek Corporation, in 4 of the eleven states in which longwalls are operating, leg-

islation or regulatory revisions aimed at longwall mining have been proposed, and there are

organized anti-longwall groups in 3 of the states!

There are also developments on the federal level that may very dramatically change the rules

goveming subsidence as a surface impact of underground mining. The Office of Surface

Mining ls currently considering amending Its permanent program regulations which address

•
The Subcommittee released its report, Senats Document No. 26,, ln January 1989. Based on the
Subcommlttee's findings, Senator John Buchanan, its chairman, proposed legislation that, in its
eventual form, called for lncreased monitoring of subsidence effects of high extraction mining tech-
nlques, as well as better premining notice for surface owners. However, Its provisions merely em-
phasized what ls already provided for ln the current regulations under the Wrginia Coal Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1979. The bill died in committee.

* The conference took place in Charleston, West Virginia, April 5-6, 1989. That it attracted nearly 200
industry and nonindustry attendees is testimony to the level of interest and concern in every state
in which full extraction mining ls practlced.

* Presentation on state legislative lnitiatives at An Industry Under Seige: Some Facts About
Subsldence, Charleston, West Virginla, April 5, 1989.
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the extent to which mining companies have a right to mine ln areas otherwise declared un·

sultable for mining under Section 522(e) of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act

of 1977 (SMCRA). The proposed rulemaking also attempts to clarlfy "valid existing rlghts” —

l.e., rights to mine whlch companies had prior to enactment of SMCRA. SMCRA prohiblts

surface coal mining ln certain types of areas, including national parks, national wildlife ref-

uges, and some other public Iands; Section 522(e) also requires that buffer zones be left

around public roads, cemetarles, public buildings, and occupled dwellings. “Surface coal

minlng” has been defined and lnterpreted, In regulatlons Implementing other parts of SMCRA,

to include the surface effects (including subsidence) of underground coal mining. To apply

such a definition to the provisions of Section 522(e) would expand considerably the types of

surface features and areas under which high extraction mining, and perhaps all underground

mining, would be prohibited.

\~ This thesis focuses on one of the environmental consequences of subsidence caused by high

extraction mining, its effects on groundwater and surface water, and on the Institutional con-

trols over these effect9(There are several reasons for consideration of the hydrologic lmpacts

of longwall mining and other types of high extraction mining. First, of all the impacts alleged

by opponents of longwall mining, it may be the least susceptible to mitigation. While a mining

company can purchase or repair a house damaged by subsidence, it has not been established

that the groundwater beneath the house, upon which the land owner may have depended for

domestic and farm water supply, can be “repalred.” Second, the loss of water resources has

the potential not only to limit future human uses of the land, but to alter the land’s ability to

support plant and animal life. Flnally, because of the nature of hydrogeology, it ls the most

difficult impact to predlct or assess. The consequences of this last consideration for the pro-

tection of the hydrologic reglme are a major focus of thls Investigation.

Environmental impacts of underground coal mining are regulated in Virginia by the Depart— ·

ment of Mines, Minerals, and Energy, Division of Mlned Land Reclamation (DMLR), under the

provisions of the Virginia Coal Surface Minlng Control and Reclamation Act of 1979
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(VCSMCRA). ln considering the nature and degree of hydrologlc balance protection achleved

through the implementation of VCSMCRA, it is useful to bear in mind two conditions that are

necessary for a successful regulatory program for environmental protection. First, there must

be an adequate knowledge base on which regulatory planning and decisionmaking, both at

the policy level and at the individual minlng permit level, can be ratlonally based. Second,

there must be an institution capable ·· l.e., with sufficient numbers of personnel having a suf·
n

liclent level of technical expertise, armed with sufücient authority — of collecting and analyzing

Information for rational use in declsionmaking, making decisions, and enforclng them.

Regulation is not the only lnstitutional mechanism for protection of groundwater and surface

water from the effects of underground coal minlng. lmpacts on the water rights of surface

owners are controlled to some extent by the common law. The rights of the owners of coal

seams have come repeatedly into conflict with the water interests of those who own the sur-

face estate, beneath or adjacent to which coal mining occurs. These conllicts have been re-

solved through numerous court decisions, which are examined in this thesis to determine if

there is a clear rule or at least general direction discernible from them.

Research question and methodology

This thesis focuses on the following question: Are the available control mechanisms (techni-

cal, regulatory, and legal) adequate for protection of the hydrologlc balance from adverse ef-

fects of subsidence caused by high-extraction underground coal minlng? ln order to answer

(or at least shed light upon) this question, it has been necessary to develop an understanding

ot

•
the nature and importance of the hydrologlc resource ln Southwest Virginia
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•
the effect of mine subsidence upon water resources

•
the technical means, lf any, by which adverse effects on water resources may be avolded,

prevented, or mitlgated

•
the regulatory system for control of the environmental effects of coal mining

•
the common law governing effects of coal mining on property owners

The methodological techniques employed in this thesls research included:

1. Review and analysis of published and unpublished literature in the areas of mlning engi-

neering, geology, geohydrology, hydrology, regulatory analysis, and law.

2. Analysis of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, the Virginia Coal Surface

Mining Control and Reclamation Act, and the Virginia Permanent Regulatory Program for

Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation Operations, as well as related materials such as

committee hearing reports.

3. Examlnation and analysis of memoranda and documents of the Division of Mined Land

Reclamation (DMLR).

4. Examlnation of selected DMLR mining permit files and complaint investlgations.

5. Personal interviews with officials of DMLR, the federal Office of Surface Mining Recla-

matlon and Enforcement (OSMRE), and mining regulatory agencles in other states; with

state environmental officials in Virginia and other states; with attorneys representing en-

vironmental groups, citizens groups, and coal companies; and with geologists and

hydrologlsts.

6. Review of OSMRE annual oversight reports for Virginia and other states.
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7. Analysis of court case declslons and the common law.

Research was conducted from March, 1988, through March, 1989.

The adequacy of regulatory protection of the hydrologic balance depends on 1) the adequacy

of the laws and regulations pertalning to the environmental effects of mlne subsldence; and

2) the degree of implementation of those laws and regulations. In order to address the first

element, I have examined the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) and the

Virginia Coal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (VCSMCRA), as well as the federal

regulations and judiclal lnterpretations, and the Virginia regulations under VCSMCRA. This

examination of laws and regulations, in light of the review of technical literature on hydrologic

effects of coal mining subsidence, focused on the provisions for protection of the hydrologic

balance, the scope of their application, and the adequacy of monitoring requirements. My

review and assessment of the adequacy of the laws and regulations was buttressed and

supplemented by she views of regulatory and environmental personnel. To assess the degree

of implementation, l relied upon the analysis and findings of OSMRE's detailed annual audit

and analysis of Virginia’s regulatory program, corroborated and supplemented by interviews

with knowledgeable oflicials and environmental personnel as well as review of selected per-

mit and complaint files at DMLR’s oflices in Big Stone Gap.

Again, regulation through a command·and-control system is not the only control on hydrologic

effects of mine subsldence. These effects have lmpacts on surface property owners, and the

property rights of such owners are protected through the common law. I have evaluated the

_ extent of protection afforded through the common law by revlewing Virginia court case decl-

slons and Interviews with attorneys involved in subsldence damage Iitigation.

In the following section of this report Iongwall mining is distlngulshed from other coal mining
l

technologies, and its contribution to the economlc vlability of the industry ln Virglnla ls de-
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scrlbed. In Section 3, literature on the nature of the hydrogeology of the coal fields ls re-

vlewed. Section 4 describes the mechanisms of hydroiogic damage due to subsidence,

making use of recent theoretlcal and empirical investlgations. Evidence related to the poten-

tial for short·term and Iong·term impacts is considered. The hydroiogic effects of coal mlnlng

and the social and environmental Impacts of those effects are distinguished, following the

work of the National Research Councll.7 The hydroiogic effects of Iongwall minlng impact upon

surface owners' water rights. These essentially social and economic impacts can be distin-

gulshed from the environmental impacts of underground coal minlng's hydrologlc effects, and

in fact the existing framework of Institutional controls follows this distinctlon, not just with re-

spect to hydroiogic effects but subsidence effects of underground coal minlng in general. ln

the latter case, subsidence impacts on surface structures are len, ln Virginia and some other

states, to the common law, while subsidence impacts on "the land" are regulated under

VCSMCRA. To reiterate, the central focus of this study is whether the protection provided by

the combination of these controls is adequale. Section 5 reviews the controls provided by the

common law and by the regulatory apparatus established under SMCRA.

The regulations at the federal level contain ambiguities with respect to the status of Iongwall

minlng, and there is continuing rulemaking and Iitigation In this area both at the federal level

and in the states. Section 6 considers the constraints to protection of the hydroiogic balance

currently faced by the regulatory agency and the industry. Evidence from investigation of

DMLR permlt files and complalnt Investigation files as well as relevant published research

demonstrates that there are four major constraints to protection of the hydroiogic balance in

the case of Iongwall mlnlng in Virginia: the level of theoretlcal understanding of the resource;

the availability of data to DMLR; the feasibillty of preventing damage through either technical

or regulatory means; and the importance of Iongwall minlng to the industry and the economy

of the area. Section 7 considers the llmitations of common law protection of the groundwater

7 National Research Council, Committee on Ground-Water Resource in Relation to Coal Mining. Coaland Ground-Water Resources in the United States. Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press,
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resource. Section 8 reviews the progress made toward hydrologlc balance protection by

DMLR, and Section 9 reviews problems and progress in four states in which Iongwall minlng

ls practlced. Section 10 presents conclusions concerning the adequacy of protection of the

hydrologlc system and recommendations for Improvement of such protection ln Iongwall

mlning areas In Virginia.

Introductlon 9
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Longwall Mining

Coal is mined in Virginia by both surface and underground methods. Surface mining is dis-

tlnguished by the fact that the mining operation takes place on the surface of the ground; only

coal seams relatively close to the surface can be mined this way. Surface mining methods

include area mining, contour mining, auger mining, and open-pit mining; which method is

used depends on the surface topography and its relation to the coal seam.

ln Virginia, underground mining accounts for a large majority of coal production, and most of

the state's coal reserves (estimated at 9.75 billion tons) must be mined by underground

methods} Continuous mining technology accounts for the greater part of underground coal

mine production in Virginia. Continuous mining uses a mobile piece of equipment called a

“continuous miner,” which breaks coal from the coal face (the exposed part of the coal seam)

and moves lt to a oonveyer, which attends the oontlnuous miner and carrles the coal to a

central conveyer belt for removal from the mine. Depending on mine conditions, the mine face

ls worked for six to elght yards, at which point the machine ls moved to another area of the

•
Coal reserve tigure from Randolph, J.; Clutter, T.; Prelaz, L J. 1988 Virginia Coal Directory.
Blacksburg: Virginia Center for Coal and Energy Research, 68 pp., October 1988.
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mine so that the mine roof can be secured and ventilation extended! Because of the neces-

sity of roof support, a considerable amount of coal must be left Intact whlle contlnuous or

conventlonal mining techniques are used, and the resultlng mine design Is called room—and-

pillar. ln a room-and-pillar mine, a series of parallel tunnels, called entries, ls developed by

using contlnuous miners. These entries are then connected by tunnels called cross-cuts.*°

The resultlng pattern of extraction results in a honeycomb-like mlne design (ln plan view).

A varlatlon on this technique is called pillar-retreat mlning. When the section ls fully devel-

oped ln a room—and-plllar plan, the pillars supporting the roof are “pulled” starting at the far

end of the section and working back toward the entry. While there are several methods for

pulling pillars, all result in a higher extraction ratio than room-and-pillar (typlcally, greater

than 80% of the coal in the seam ls removed).

Longwall mining removes all the coal from a panel 350-1000 feet wide and from 1000 to 9000

feet Iong.“ ln Virginia mines, the face width varies from 580 to 730 feet. Coal ls cut away from

the longwall face, which extends across the width of the panel, either by a shearer with ro-

tating cutters or by a plow-like device which is pulled across the face. The cutting device ls

moved back and forth across the face, removing up to three feet of coal at a pass. The coal

is taken from the face by an armored face conveyor to the head- or tailentry, where it is

emptied onto a stage loader and thence to the entry belt conveyor which takes the coal toward

the mine entrance. A series of self·advancing powered hydraulic supports, four to live feet

wide and lined up side-by-side across the longwall face, provides roof support, generally al-

lowing only a foot of unsupported roof. As the cutter advances, these supports are propelled

forward, leaving the mlne roof behind them to collapse.

•
Lewis, D. A. Subsldence and Mine Drainage Consequences of Underground Coal Mining. Los
Angeles: University of California at Los Angeles (doctoral dissertation), 1980, p.25.

t•
Consolidation Coal Company. Subsldence and the Surface Owner. Bluetield, Virginia: Consolidation '
Coal Company, pamphlet, undated.

*1 äeng, S. S. Coal Mine Ground Control. New York: John Wiley and Sons (Second Edition), 1986, p.
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There are no "pure" Iongwall mlnes. ln the first place, a considerable amount of coal must

be removed to prepare for the installation and worklng of a Iongwall. This ls done by using

continuous miners to create the parallel entries and other entries necessary for coal removal

and ventilatlon. Secondly, a single underground mlne can extend over a very large area; due

to coal seam conditions and other factors, some of the seam may be better suited to room-

and-pillar mlning, with or without pillar retreat, than fo Iongwall mlnlng.

Longwall mlnlng has some dfstlnct advantages over other mlnlng methods. First, as men-

tioned above, It allows fcr more complete extractlon of coal from a seam, which makes for

more efficient exploifaflon of coal reserves. Second, it provides miners with a higher degree

of safety, because the actual cutting ls done beneath the steel canopy of the supports, and

because fewer miners are needed below ground. Fewer miners ln the ground also may re-

duce the numbers of men exposed to the coal dust which causes black lung. Finally, Iongwall

mining Is the only feasible way to mine very deep seams with any degree of safety, because

the compressional forces at great depth can cause both roof collapse and pillar failure.

Longwall mining and pillar retreat mining, because of their systematic removal of roof support,

cause rapid and fairly predictable subsldence of the overburden. While the effects of this

subsldence vary and may cause environmental damage, its rapidity, predictibllity, and com-

pleteness have some advantages over the subsldence caused by room-and-pillar mlning, ln

many areas, subsldence has only recently developed over coal mlnes that were mined out

decades ago. Remediation or compensatlon to owners of surface structures damaged ln such

clrcumsfances may be difficult or impossible, since the company has Iikely long since gone

out of busIness.‘* ln the Interests of economic efflclency and long-term planning, it is advan-

tageous to have subsldence completed while the mining operation ls still ln progress or

I! SMCRA has set ln place a mechanism for “restoration and reclamatlon of land and water resources
adversely affected by past coal mining, including prevention, abatement, and control of coal mine
subsidence." 91 Stat. 457, 30 U.S.C. 1231. The program Is funded through a reclamation fee collected
on coal currently being extracted.
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shorlly therealter. And the degree of predictabllity allows for measures to be taken to prevent

or minimize damage to surface structures.

History of Longwall Mining

Longwall mlnlng has been practlced ln various forms and with varying degrees of success for

over 100 years. Souder and Palowitch distingulsh seven eras in the history of longwall mlnlng,

based on the technology used: early style (wood props), old style (steel jacks), coal

plow/frictlon jack, low reslstance (less than 100 tons) supports, hlgh reslstance (greater than

100 tons) supports, total systems Iongwalls, and shield IongwaIls.** The early and old styles

used wooden or steel props to support the roof along the face. The face was undercut by

hand, and the weight of the roof would, under “idea| condltions,” break off the face. These

methods were unrellable, and were limited to coal seams no deeper than 500-750 feet.*‘ From

1875 to 1955, under the early and old style technology, the number of Iongwalls in service

never exceeded 30.**

In the early 1950s, a newly developed German technology was lntroduced whlch showed

promise of appllcability to the mlnlng of thin seams of high quallty ooal. Lewis attributes the

earlier development of advanced longwall technologies to the poor quality of European coal

for pillar support, and to the limited availability of coal resources there.** The technology ln-

** Souder, W. E.; Palowitch, E. R. “Growth of longwall technologies in the United States.” ln: Ramanl,
R. V. (ed.) Longwall-Shortwall Mining, State of the Art. New York: Society of Mining Engineers
(AIME), 1981, pp. 3-9.

*‘
Ibid., p. 7.

** Ibid., p. 3.
*•

Lewis, ld., p. 26.
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volved the use of frlction jacks and plows to scrape the coal from the working face, but mixed

results and limited applicability prevented widespread use of this method.

One of the primary factors ln the failure of the coal plow method was the inadequacy of the
7

roof support systems. Between 1960 and 1965, advances made in Britain and Europe were

tried in various locations ln the U.S. These advances included hydraulic, self-advancing roof

supports, and once they were made capable of supporting the great weight of thick overbur-

dens, these technologies spread rapldly and with some success. By the 1970s, more efticlent

cutters and more dependable logistic and support systems, together with a wider variety of

available equipment that could be tailored to specilic conditions, resulted in a dramatic in-

crease ln the number of longwalls operating in the U.S. The introduction of shieId·type sup-

ports lncreased the reliability and safety of the systems, making it possible to work seams

with over 3,000 feet of overburden.*7 Since the 1970s, the number of longwalls in operation has

lncreased exponentially. The only limit on a continuation of this trend appears to be coal

market conditions.

Longwall Mining in Virginia

In 1987, Virginia had 13 longwalls ln operation in ten mlnes, second only to West Virginia. This

number accounted for over eight million tons of coal, over one-tifth of the state's total under-

ground mine production and nearly one·lifth of the total coal production by all methods. This .

number represents only the actual longwall production; in the mlnes in which longwalls op-

erate, the total production is oonsiderably higher: 13.3 million tons, representlng over a thlrd

of all Virginia underground production and nearly 30 percent of all coal mined ln the state in

*7 Souder and Palowitch, Id., p. 6.
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1987.1* The 13 Iongwalls ln Vlrglnla are owned by four companies: Island Creek Coal Co. (5);

Pittston Coal Group, Inc. (Cllnchlield) (4); Consolidation Coal Co. (2); and Westmoreland Coal

Co. (2).1* As of March 1989, one of the Iongwall units is Idle, so that only 12 are produclng coal.

Although modern Iongwall minlng was introduced into the Commonwealth In 1968, Its con-

tribution to total production In the state remained small (less than 7 percent) until 1984.** lt

has climbed in each year since then, and can be expected to continue to do so. According to

industry oflicials, Iongwall mlnlng makes it possible both technologlcally and economically to

mine coal deposits that would not otherwise be mined.*1 Longwall mlnlng Is not necessarily

more productive than contlnuous mining; Indeed, Pittston's most productive mines (tons per

unit of labor) are mined by conventional methods.? However, in certain seams, particularly

deep ones, its productivity advantage is considerable. Given current market conditions, it is

probably safe to say that the use of Iongwall technologies Is that only reason coal production

In Virginia has lncreased since 1984.

While Iongwall mining has enhanced Virginia coal production, its resulting subsidence has

incurred the wrath of surface owners and fueled controversy concerning the benefits and costs

of the practice. The controversy is not limited to Virginia, as the current debate over OSMRE

rulemaking with respect to valid existing rights and Sec. 522(e) of SMCRA demonstrates.

1* Randolph et al., p. 15.

1* Randolph et al., lbid., p. 13.

*° Randolph et al., Ibid., p. I3.

*1 Mathis, E, President, Pittston Coal Group, Inc., Lebanon, Virginia. Interviewed by Ted Clutter, VCCER,
May 3, 1988.

** Mathis, E, ibld.
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Hydrogeology of the Virginia Coal Fields

Geology

The coal~producing region of Southwestern Virginia is in the Appalachian Plateau

physiographic province, and is dralned by the Clinch, Powell, and, via Russell Fork and Levisa

Fork, Big Sandy rivers. The area is characterized by rugged, mountainous topography con-

sisting of deep, V-shaped valleys with steep slopes and narrow, winding ridges. The

Iandfonns in evidence ln the region have been shaped by the erosion of a high plateau of

sedimentary origin. These sedimentary rocks, which range from Cambrian through

Pennsylvanian age, have for the most part been uplilted as a block, and although deformation

ls present, lt ls not nearly so dramatic as in the adjacent Valley and Ridge Province. Ac-

cordingly, the strata remain nearly level to gently sloplng, with only occaslonal deep fractures.

There are several coal·bearing formations, all of Pennsylvanian age, and at least 27 major

coal seamsß These formations consist of alternating Iayers of sandstone, shale, thin Iayers

of clay, and coal beds.

¤ National Research Council,_Committee on Ground-Water Resources ln Relation to Coal Mining. Coal
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Soils in the coalfields are the product of weatherlng and dislntegratlon of the parent materlals.

As much of thls ls sandstone and sandy shale, the solls are predomlnantly sandy Ioams. The

richest solls are found in the floodplalns at the valley bottoms, which are ülled with uncon-

solidated material washed down from the slopes. On the slopes themselves, solls are gen-

erally thin and highly prone to eroslon when vegetative cover ls removed. On the level-topped

ridges which have escaped eroslon, soll covers are thick Soll and slope conditions confine

the meager agricultural industry to the valley bottoms and ridge tops.

Surface Water

The streams dralnlng the coal region are almost universally dendritic, testimony to the ero-

sional morphogenesis of the area. The exceptions occur at major fault lines, along which

several of the major streams run in fairly straight lines. Although the region recelves plentiful

precipltation on average, the streams are remarkable for the varlation ln their flow. Because

of the steep slopes, runoff following precipltation is relatively quick; during the dry months,

all but the largest streams are reduced to a trickle.

Surface mlning has affected the hydrology of streams dralnlng basins that have been exten-

sively mined. Base flows have increased since the advent of surface mlning, and this in-

crease, together with observed changes in flow duratlon, indicate enhanced lnfiltratlon and

storage of precipltation with correspondingly more gradual dralnage of this water.“ Extensive

mlning activity also changes surface and groundwater quality: water ln mlned basins tends

nd•Water Resources in the United States. Washington, D.C.: Natlonal Academy Press,

*^ Larsen, J. D.; Powell, J. D. Hydrology and Effects ofMining in the Upper Russell Fork Basin, Buchanan
and Dickenson Countles, Virginia. Richmond: U.S. Geological Survey, Water-Resources lnvesti-
gatlons Report 85-4238, 1986.
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toward a sulfate type, whlle that from unmlned baslns is predominantly of a blcarbonate

type.**

Groundwater

Groundwater, like surface water, has its origin ln preclpltation. Preclpltation that does not run

off as surface streams and escapes evapotranspiratlon infiltrates into the ground. Eventually

lt is discharged into surface streams or ls withdrawn by well pumping. The route that it takes

and the length of time it stays beneath the surface depend on several factors.

The most important factor in determining overall groundwater flow is topography, Like sur-

face water, groundwater flows down the rldge sides toward the valleys, eventually discharging

into streams and comprising their base flows. Groundwater availability, as evidenced by well

yields, is greatest ln valleys and on lower slopes.*'

Besides topography, rock characteristlcs exert a great influence on the direction of flow and

on the amount of groundwater available. Transmissivity is a measure of the ability of water

to move through a rock formation. Transmissivity depends on the permeability of the rock

Permeabillty can be either primary or secondary. Primary permeability refers to the move-

ment of water through the spaces between the rock grains, and it depends on both the amount

of pore space and the size and shape of the rock grains. ln smaIl·gralned rocks such as shale

or clay, permeability is very low. Layers of such rock act as aquitards, retarding the move-

¤ Ibid.; and Rogers, S. M.; Powell, J. D. Quality ofGround Water in Southern Buchanan County, Virginia.
Richmond: U.S. Geological Survey, Water·Resources lnvestlgations 82-4022, May, 1983. Ü

** Epps, S. R. Buchanan County Groundwater: Present Conditions and Prospects. Richmond: Virginia
Water Control Board, Planning Bulletin 311, October 1978; and Dovel, M. R. Wise-Dickenson County
Ground Water: Present Conditions and Prospects. Richmond: Virginia Water Control Board, Planning
Bulletin 333, June 1983.
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ment of water. More porous rocks, such as certain sandstones, both store greater quantities

of water and permit relatively easy passage of water, and thus may be good sources of

groundwater. Such rocks are generally referred to as aquifers. However, the sandstones in

the Virginia coalflelds tend to be well-cemented and thus are poor sources.*7

Secondary permeability refers to the movement ofwater along rock fractures, beddlng planes,

joints, and faults. Because of the low primary permeability of the rock layers in the formations

underlying the valleys and ridges of the Appalachian plateau, secondary permeability is much

more important to both groundwater storage and flow than primary permeability! In one

study in Preston County, West Virginia, fracture zone permeability was found to be one to

three orders of magnitude greater than intergranular permeability of sandstone units.** These

findings are in agreement with those of Schubert, who points out that the increase in hydraulic

conductivity produced by fracturing can drastically alter the hydrologic characteristics of rock

and reduce the usefulness or applicability of common "porous media" evaluations.1° Sloan

and Warner, similarly, warn against using groundwater models based on primary hydraulic

conductivity in areas such as the Appalachian coal region, where aquifer storage and flow

characteristics are fracture controlIed.*1

Considerations of topography, lithology, and stratigraphy are all important in understanding

the occurrence and movement of groundwater in the Virginia coalfields. There are two

*7 LeCain, G. U.S. Geological Survey, Marion, Wrginia. Personal communication, October 14, 1988.
*•

Wyrick, G. G.; Borchers, J. W. Hydrologic Effects olStress·Relief Fracturing ln an Appalachian Valley.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Geological Survey, Water Supply Paper 2177, 1981, p.10.

** Schmidt, R. D. Fracture Zone Dewatering to Control Ground Water lnflow to Underground Coal
Mines. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Bureau of Mines, BUMINES RI 8981, 1985.

*1* Schubert, J. P. Fracture Flow of Groundwater in Coal-Bearing Strata. Prepared for 1980 Symposium
ogaäurface Mining Hydrology, Sedimentology, and Reclamation, Lexington, Kentucky, December 1-5,

*1 Sloan, P; Warner, R. C. "A Case Study of Groundwater Impact Caused by Underground Mining.” ln:
Graves, D. H.; DeVore, R. W. (eds.) Proceedings, 1984 Symposium on Surface Mining, Hydrology,
Sedimentology, and Reclamation, Lexington, Kentucky, December 2-7, 1984. Lexington: University
of Kentucky, Office of Engineering Services, December 1984 (Bulletin UKY BUt36), pp. 113-120.
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hydrologlc studies that, taken together, provide a good general understanding of groundwater

hydrology ln the region. The first ls an investigation of the role of stress—rellef fractures in the

hydrology of an Appalachian valley? The erosion of valleys from the sedlmentary formations

characteristic of the Appalachian Plateau removes compressional stress ofoverlying material,

resulting ln predlctable patterns of fractures in valleys and on ridge walls. On the rldges.

stress rellef results in vertical fractures which allow the valley walls to slump outward and

downward. This slumping causes compresslon fractures at the base of the rldges. The

slumping also opens up horizontal fractures ln beddlng planes between different strata. An-
.

other consequence of the erosional removal of compressing rock is the upward arching of

rock strata on the valley floors, which causes vertical fractures there as well as opening of

bedding planes between the strata underlying the valley floors,

Analysis of the results of pump tests and slug tests of strategically placed wells, as well as

streamtlow data, yielded results consistent with the theory that the fracture system described

above controlled groundwater movement in the valley. Under this model, water falling on the

ridge tops and slopes enters the vertical fractures and, moving through them and through the

horizontal fractures on the ridge sldes, descends down the slope until it intercepts the hori-

zontal fractures at the valley floor. The water flows through these until it reaches a point at

which the streambed intercepts them, and then it empties into the stream. ln this model, there

is little movement of water within the ridge mass, except on its outer, fractured edges.

The second study** was a cooperative effort of the Powell River Project, the Virginia DMLR,

several mlnlng companies, and the U.S. Geologlcal Survey. Thls study used mobile testlng

equipment to lnvestigate hydraullc properties of various strata encountered in exploratory
‘

drilllng by mlnlng companies ln the Virginia coalfields. Tests were conducted to determine

transmisslvlty, hydraullc heads, and hydraullc connection of water·bearlng zones. Although

*2 Wyrick, G. G.; Borchers, J. W. Hydrologic Effects of Stress-Relief Fracturing in an Appalachian Valley.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Geologlcal Survey, Water Supply Paper 2177, 1981, p.10.

¤ LeCain, G. U.S. Geologlcal Survey, Abingdon, Virginia. Personal communication, October 14, 1988.
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the report is still ln preparation, the preliminary results are as follows. In this reglon, the up-

permost 100-150 feet ls a fractured zone, with a weathered mantle of unconsolidated material

(alluvlum and colluvium). ln the fractured zone ls the most accessible groundwater. Fracture

flow (i.e., secondary permeability) ls predomlnant, and well yields are low, rarely above 5

gallons per minute (gpm). Thls zone is the source of most domestic water supplies, either

through springs or shallow wells. Recharge of the groundwater ln this zone ls relatlvely rapid

and, following a rainfall, drainage from it feeds streams for one to four days.

Below this upper layer, the only llthologic units with slgnilicant transmissivity are coal seams.

The siltstones, shales, and sandstones consistently show extremely low transmissivity, except

where fractures are intercepted, over a wide range of elevations. ln contrast, the

transmissivity of the coal seams shows a consistent correlation with elevation: the deeper the

seam, the lower the transmissivity. This is because at greater depth, increasing pressure

closes the cleats and microchannels through which water moves. The coal seams comprise

the only lithologic units with significant groundwater storage. Most of the perennial springs

occur at coal seams, and most of the basellow of streams In the area is from water slowly

being released from the coal seams. Recharge to the coal seams is through deep fractures.

This view of coal seams as being the only lithologic units able to store and transmit slgnilicant

quantities of water is corroborated by an earlier study of the hydrology of the Upper Russell

Fork Basin in Buchanan and Dlckenson Countles.*1 Water levels were monitored ln five

ridgetop wells, each open to a different coal seam. Water levels at the wells were at different

altitudes, and unsaturated zones were enoountered between the coal beds, "indicating the

presence of a series of perched water zones above the coal beds.”*'

*1 Larson, J. D.; Powell, J. D. Hydrology and Effects ofMinlng In the Upper RussellFork Basin, Buchanan
and Dickenson Counties, Virginia. Richmond: U.S. Geological Survey, Water·Resources Investi-
gations Report 85-4238, 1986.

** lbid., p. 30.
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Sprlngs are frequently associated wlth coal seam outcrops, because the coal seams are rel-

atively permeable and because they tend to be underlain by clay. Hence, water flowing down

through vertical fractures ls stopped ln its movement by the clay layer, and following the sllght

lncllnation of the layer, flows along it until it emerges on a hlllside. The 'perched aqulfers”

supplying such sprlngs individually may be of little regional significance as water sources, but

they are adequate to supply a small number of households where they occur. According to

a Virginia Division of Mineral Resources geologlst involved in mapping the coalfields, sprlngs

are valuable in helplng to locate coal seam outcropplngs?

Groundwater Quality

There are several sources of information on groundwater quality in the coaltields of Virginia.

One is the Planning Bulletins for Wise, Dickenson, and Buchanan Counties published by the

Virginia Water Control Board? Data for these reports are from analyses of spigot samples

from wells located, for the most part, ln valleys. lt is likely that the use of existing wells blases

the overall water quality characterization, since these weils will tend to be placed in areas of

good water quality. Buchanan County's groundwater is described by Epps as “character-

istically acid to slightly alkallne, lrony, somewhat hard, and may have a sulfurous odor."*•

Localized problems lnclude higher—than-recommended levels of iron, manganese, chloride,

sulfates, and dissolved sollds; hardness; acidity; and dissolved gases, including hydrogen

sullide and methane. Water quality problems seem to stem from the geochemistry of the area

** älggka, W. Virginia Division of Mineral Resources, Blacksburg. Personal communication, August

*7 Epps, S. R. Buchanan County Groundwater: Present Conditions and Prospects. Richmond: Virginia
Water Control Board, Planning Bulletin 311, October 1978; and Dovel, M. R. Wise-Dickenson County
Ground Water: Present Conditions and Prospects. Richmond: Virginia Water Control Board, Planning
Bulletin 333, June 1983. ·

** Epps, id., p. 29.
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rather than from substances introduced by man. Dovel, ln his review of groundwater condl-

tions ln Wise and Dickenson Countles, describes the water from the coalfields In those coun-

fies as “irony, moderately hard and acid, and [it] may be discolored and malodorous."“ Water

quality problems for these countles are similar to those of Buchanan County, with the excep-

tlon of the Powell River Valley in Wise County, which comprlses a different hydrogeologic re-

gime.

The U.S. Geologlcal Survey has conducted several studies of surface and groundwater quality

in the region. ln one, a study of groundwater In southern Buchanan County, findings generally

support the characterlzatlon of groundwater quality found in Epps’ study. No areawide de-

gradation of groundwater quality was found, but some local effects of surface mining were

apparent. Stream water ls generally bicarbonate in unmined areas, but takes on a sulfate

character in some heavily mined areas. Well and spring water from coal seams was found

to be sulfate-rich.‘° In another study, this one ln Buchanan and Dickenson Counties, mining

was again found to result in increased sulfate concentrations in groundwater and surface

water.“

Benefits Provided by Undisturbed Hydrologic Balance

Groundwater provides nearly all the drinklng water ln the coal fields. In the more remote

areas, famllles depend on well water and spring water for domestlc use and for small agri-

cultural operations. While these uses of groundwater may be of little economic significance

*•
Dovel, id., p. 55.

•°
Rogers, S. M.; Powell, J. D. Quality of Ground Water in Southern Buchanan County, Virginia.
Richmond: U.S. Geological Survey, Water-Resources lnvestigations 824022, May, 1983.

*1 Larson, J. D.; Powell, J. D. Ibid.
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due to the sparse populatlon and rural character of the area, the importance of an adequate

and dependable water supply to the Individual Iandowners cannot be overstated.

Groundwater serves as the source of domestic and industrial water in the more densely pop-

ulated areas of the region, as well. The geology and morphology of the area prevent regional

movement of groundwater, and so in each valley the supply is limited. Epps reported in 1978

that some populatlon centers in Buchanan County were in danger of depletlng their supplies

through overuse.1* A theoretically correct measure of the value of the groundwater resource

for water supply In the coalllelds would be the cost of implementlng an alternative supply.1°

Even to do so for a limited number of Iocalities would be expensive, because there are no

easily available alternatives.

Groundwater ls also an Important source of water for wildlife, which depend on the springs

and seeps which it supplies. Moreover, it supplies the base llow, meager as it sometimes is,

for the streams in the area.
A

Summary

This section has described the hydrogeology of the Virginia coalfield region. The area’s

normally ample precipltatlon ls carried away relatively quickly by steep streams with low base

flows. Groundwater occurs prlmarily ln fractured zones near the surface, and ln alluvlal val-

leys. Both storage and transmlsslvlty are dominated by seoondary permeablllty ln the frac-

tured zones, which extend from the surface to a depth of 100-150 feet. Coal seams are the

only lithologic units with slgnilicant groundwater storage.

1* Epps, ld., p. 73.

1* By the "alternative cost" method described In the Water Resources Council's Economic and Envi-
ronmental Princhales and Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment Printing Office, March 10, 1983.
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Groundwater quality ls variable over the area; common problems are high levels of iron,

hardness, acldity, and odor. Nonetheless, groundwater supplies most of the domestlc and

industrial needs of the coal countles. Many of these needs could not be supplied economically

by any other source of water. Sprlngs, seeps, and surface streams fed by groundwater also

provide aquatic habltat and water for game and nongame wildlife.
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Subsldence Damage to Hydrologlc Balance

The hydrologic balance ls defined ln the Virginia Coal Surface Mining Reclamation Regulations

as

the relationship between the quality and quantity of water inflow to, water outflow from, and
water storage in a hydrologic unit such as a drainage basin, aquifer, soll zone, lake, or reservoir.
It encompasses the dynamic relatlonships among precipitation, runoff, evaporation, and changes
in ground and surface water storage.“

lt ls the balance of overland flow, channel runoff, infiltratlon, evaporation and transpiration,

and outflow of water deposited by precipitation on the system of landforms, solls, rock for-

matlons, vegetatlon, and drainage channels that comprlse the geological, chemical, and bi-

ologlcal setting of the hydrologic unit. Each part of the system exerts its influence, and

changes ln any part will affect the hydrologic balance. In this section, a number of studies are

revlewed ln order to come to an understanding of the mechanlsm whereby longwall mlnlng

(or any underground mlnlng technique, such as pillar retreat, that lnvolves removal of support

of the overburden) might alfect the hydrologic balance.

The mechanlsm of action ls through subsidence. As described in Section 2, longwall mlnlng

unavoidably causes subsldence of the overlying rock by completely removlng its subiacent

“
Virginia Coal Surface Mining Reclamatlon Regulazions, Sec. 480-03-19.700.5, p. Il-10.
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support. This ls somewhat euphemistlcally referred to as "planned and controlled

subsidence°' in the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act.

In room·and-plllar mining, columns of stress-bearing coal are len In place to support the mine

roof, so that in most cases the cavity ls lntact when the mine is abandoned. Deformation of

the overlylng strata ls limited to those layers relatlvely close to the mlne. Longwall mining,

on the other hand, mlnes a broad face (typically between 350 and 1000 feet wide, and as high

as the coal seam ls thick); at intervals, the supports are moved fonuard and the cave roof

behind ls allowed to collapse.

The geomechanics of subsidence have been studied extensively and are well-understood. In

the case of longwall mining, when the mine roof is allowed to collapse, there is an area of

caving and severe fracturln which occurs directly above the mined coal seam, extending

upward 30-60 times the coal seam thickness, depending on the mechanical qualities of the

overlylng rock strata. Above this caved area, the strata sag, causing opening of bedding

planes and vertical fractures. This sagging and fracturing extends in most cases to the ground

surface, resulting in a well-defined subsidence trough. The horizontal dimensions of the

trough are greater than those of the longwall panel, however.

The subslded surface area extends within an area defined by the 'angle of draw." The lnstl-

tution of Civil Engineers in England defines the angle of draw as "the angle between the line

from the edge of the excavated area, normal to the seam, and the line joining the edge of the

excavated area to the point of zero effect at the surface."1* The Institution of Civil Engineers

puts the angle of draw at 25 to 35 degrees; however, because the subsidence trough does not

end abruptly, but rather talls off gradually, the extent of major deformation is generally smaller

than this. Consldering the size of a longwall panel (up to 1000 feet wide and 9000 feet long),

and the distance to the surface, lt can be seen that the subsidence trough for a single panel

1* Irästitutlon of Civil Engineers. Ground Subsidence. London: Institution of Civil Engineers, 1977, p.
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may cover a large area; furthermore, In a typical mine, there are multiple longwall panels In

close proximity.

A oonceptual model of groundwater impacts of underground mlning was developed by Booth,

using mlning engineering concepts of strata movement and mine hydrologyß His conclusion,

supported by field observations in the Appalachian Plateau in Pennsylvania, is that longwall

mlning

causes extensive, high·reaching, welI·defined zones of stress, fracturlng, and hydraulic impact,
the maximum permeability increases being in the tensile zones immediately above the panel and
at the sides of the subsidence trough. In shallow aquifers, permeabilitles and groundwater ve-
locities increase, and hydraulic gradients decline independently of mine drainage.*7

During the past decade, there have been several studies documenting the hydrologic impacts

of longwall mining, both in the Appalachian region and elsewhere. One of the earliest was

Hobba's study of the effects of mine collapse at three mine sites in West Virginia.“ Hobba

found that mlning and subsidence fractures increased hydraulic conductivity and the hydraulic

connection of aquifers. This resulted in changes to the hydrologic balance that included in-

creased infiltration of precipitation and surface water, decreased evapotranspiration, and

higher base flows in some small streams. Static head in observation wells fluctuated as much

as 100 feet in the course of a year. Pumping of mine drainage caused diversion of water

underground from one basin to another. Rock units near the surface showed higher

transmissivity in mined basins than in unmined basins, and increased infiltration and circu-

lation of groundwater through these rock units resulted in higher mineral Ioads in streams.

Stoner used well testing methods to determine the hydrologic characteristics of an area in the

Appalachian Plateau in Pennsylvania before and after underground coal mlning. He found

“
Booth, C. J. “Strata movement concepts and the hydrogeologlcal impact of underground coal
minlng.” Ground Water 24(4):507-515, July-August 1986.

*7 Ibld.

*7 Hobba, W. A., Jr. Effects of Underground Mining and Mine Collapse on the Hydrology of Selected
sgslns in West Virginia. Morgantown, West Virginia: U.S. Geological Survey, USGS RI-33, 1981, 77
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water-bearing zones to be common at the lnterfaces between sandstones and shales, and In

fractured sandstones and coals as well. Mining was associated with decreases in static water

levels in wells ln lnverse proportion to the vertical distance between the mine and the well

bottom. Both plllar retreat and longwall minlng "may cause increased vertical permeablllty

by fracturing which could hydraulically connect shallow aquifers to a deep mlne.”‘* Stoner

speculates that, following complete collapse of the overburden, cracks and 1'lssures In the

more plastic strata may reseal, allowlng the recovery of water levels in shallow aquifers. This

ls a position taken by mine engineers at some mlning companies, according to one DMLR

geologist.'° However, others, including Gary LeCain of the U.S. Geological Survey, doubt that

the fractures will become sealed. LeCain points out that it only takes a small break in an

aquitardal layer to drain the water from above lt; furthermore, if the theory were correct, there

would be no groundwater recharge even before mining, because all the existing fractures

would have become sealed over the milleniaßl

Depending on the lithology and structure of the strata overlying a longwall mine, wells at dif-

ferent depths may be alfected unequally. ln one U.S. Bureau of Mines study, subsidence and

groundwater levels were monitored over an active longwall panel in western Pennsylvania

before, during, and after minlng. Zones of fracturing were increased by subsidence, which

stopped within four months after passage of the longwall face. Transmissivity was dramat-

ically lmpacted by this fracturing, and changes in groundwater flow pattems were observed.

Coal seam thlckness was between four and live feet, and depth of overburden was 550 feet;

panel length was 2900 feet, and the face was 585 feet across. Although the deep aqulfer

monitoring wells showed 'preclpitous" declines ln water levels, wells penetratlng the shallow

aqulfer zone were protected to some extent by an aquitardal layer which evldently resisted

** Stoner, J. D. "Probable hydrologlc effects of subsurface minlng." Ground Water Monitoring Revlew
3(1):128-137, Vlnnter 1983, p.

'°
Haynes, L Wrginia DMLR, Big Stone Gap, personal communication, August 1988.

*1 LeCain, G. U.S. Geological Survey, Ablngdon, Vlrglnla. Personal communication, October 1988.
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fracturlng. Thls concluslon was borne out by observation of flows from a spring near the

center llne of the longwall panel, which correlated with precipitation but not passage of the

longwall face. Hydrology was still unstable at the end of one year, as lndicated by cascading

in some monitoring wells; the deep well water level declines had recovered only sllghtly after

one year. However, aqulfer dewatering was limited mainly to the area directly above the

longwall operation, and water quality, as lndicated by conductivity, was only sllghtly

alfected.°*

Another U.S. Bureau of Mlnes study showed a similar result with respect to differential de-

watering of aquifers. Subsidence and groundwater effects were monitored over a coal mine

in Barbour County, West Virginia. The overburden thickness was approximately 600 feet, and

the coal seam thickness was 5.5 feet. This study used a clustered piezometer technique, with

seven piezometers in two clusters penetrating strata at depths of less than 150 feet, 150-300

feet, and 300-600 feet. Water levels were measured before, during, and after pillar-retreat

mining. There were significant declines in deep strata, but effects were minor in the shallower

wells. ln this case, however, water quality changes were observed, with higher concentrations

of dissolved solids, increased conductivity, and lower pH following mining.

Dewatering effects depend on the location of the well in relation to the longwall panel, as

demonstrated by another U.S. Bureau of Mines investigation. Groundwater levels, stream

flow, and subsidence were monitored above a longwall panel in southwestern Pennsylvania

at a greater depth than the above study. ln this case, the overburden thickness ranged from

750 to 1000 feet. Maximum surface subsidence in the center of the trough was over three feet. '

Five 150-foot deep monitoring wells, designed to simulate typical domestic water wells, were

W Pennlngton, D.; Hill, J. G.; Burgdorf, G. F.; Price, D. R. Effects of Longwall Mine subsidence on
Overlying Aquilers ln Western Pennsylvania. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Bureau of Mlnes,
BUMINES-OFR-142-84, May 1984, 130 pp.

** Bruhn, R. W. “lnfluence of deep mining on the ground water regime at a mine in northern
Appalachia." In: Peng, S. S. (ed.) Proceedings, 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence Due to
Underground Minlng, Morgantown, West Virginia, June 9-11, 1986. Morgantown: West Virginia Unl-
versity, Department of Mining Engineering, August 1986, pp. 234-248.
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constructed across the longwall panel. Wells 500 feet or more outside the panel rib line were

unaffected, while those within the boundary of the longwall showed precipitous decllnes as a

result of underminlng. One well near the centerllne went dry and had not recovered at the

end of a year of postmining monitoring. Two wells, 100 and 300 feet outside the rlb line of the

longwall panel, decllned 15-20 feet but recovered to near preminin levels within ten months.

Small streams and a spring located within 1200 feet of the panel were unafl'ected.*1

Effects of longwall minlng on groundwater were compared with those of room and pillar min-

lng in Barbour County, West Virginia. Groundwater sources (wells and springs) did not show

any evidence of impacts from room and pillar minlng, but dewaterlng was apparent over the

longwall mines. Dewatering of strata over longwall mines extended to nearly 300 feet above

the top of the mined coal seam; less severe but still apparent impacts were seen up to 360 feet

above the coal seam. Dewatering of the overburden extended within an angle of influence of

approximately 20 degrees from the mined panel. Well and spring dewatering was dependent

upon lithology and the location of a groundwater supply's recharge zone, such that if most of

the recharge zone was within the angle of influence, dewatering was almost certain. The

presence of lineaments also influenced dewatering. Eighty percent of the accessible dewa-

tered wells showed no slgnillcant recovery one to three years alter dewatering. Streamflow

was also affected, with a decline in flow proportional to the percent of the recharge area that

was dewatered, in areas with 100-170 feet of overburden. Complete loss of flow was seen in

some of these streams.FF

Besides reductlons ln streamflows resulting from decreased groundwater contributions,

streams may be directly affected by the development of subsidence cracks and flssures ln the

F1 Moebs, N. N.; Barton, T. M. “Short·term effects of longwall mlning on shallow water sources." In:
Mine Subsidence Control. Proceedings, Bureau of Mines Technology Transfer Seminar, Pittsburgh,
September 19, 1985. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Bureau of Mines, I09042, 1985, pp. 13-24.

FF Clfelll, R. C.; Rauch, H. W. "Dewatering effects from selected underground coal mines In north-
central West Vlrginia." ln: Peng, S. S. (ed.) Proceedings, 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence Due
to Underground Mining, Morganfown, West Virginia, June 9-11, 1986. Morgantown: West Virginia
University, Department of Mining Engineering, August 1986, pp. 249-263.
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streambed. Such effects are not uncommon ln West Vlrglnia, where subsldence has resulted

ln the complete or partial capture of the stream's flow.*• Subsldence has also been found to

alter dralnage patterns, resultlng ln ponding in some areas. Perhaps more destructlve than

the subsldence cracklng and ponding have been the measures taken by coal operators to

correct these problems. ln the case of subsldence cracklng Interceptlng stream flow, coal

operators sometimes grade streambeds, then line them with plastlc or rubber to prevent water

lnflow to the mlnes. Channellzatlon and rerouting of streams are undertaken, ln some cases

at the request of the surface landowner, to allevlate ponding.*7

Hydrologlc effects of multiple longwall panels were studled by Walker et aI.*• and by

SchuItz.*° ln the former, five wells were positioned over the centerline, edge, or chain pillar

of three consecutively mlned longwall panels in Green County, Pennsylvania. Overburden

thickness was 750-1000 feet, and the wells were constructed to a depth similar to that of do-

mestic water wells, 150 feet. The wells over the panel centerline showed the greatest water

level fluctuations and loss of static head. Fluctuations and head loss also occurred over pre-

viously mined panels during active mining of an adjacent panel. Water levels recovered after

mining, but not completely.

Schultz's study involved not only well level monitoring but also aquifer tests. Ten observatlon

wells 17 to 150 feet deep over two longwall panels, mlned at a depth of 670 to 804 feet, were

monitored, along with springs and seeps. Eight of the weils were near the panel centerllnes.

** Jäejcic, F. West Virginia Department of Natural Resources. Personal communication, January 6,

*7 Ibid.; and Holbrook, J., Anthracite Reclamatlon Programs Branch, U.S. Office ofSurface Mining, Wilkes
Barre, Pennsylvania. Personal communication, January 6, 1989.

*•
Walker, J. S.; Green, J. B.; Trevits, M. A. "A case study of water level üuctuations over a series of
longwall panels in the northern Appalachian coal region.” ln: Peng, S. S. (ed.) Proceedings, 2nd
Workshop on Surface Subsldence Due to Underground Mining, Morgantown, West Virginia, June 9-1 1,
ggg-öésgorgantownz West Wrginla University, Department of Mining Engineering, August 1986, pp. l

** Schultz, Robert A. Ground-Water Hydrology ofMarshall County, West Virginia, with Emphasls on the
Effects of Longwall Coal Mining. Charleston, West Wrglnla: U.S. Geologlcal Survey, Water Resources
Investlgatlons Report 88-4006, 1988, 139 pp.
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Subsldence over the panels caused lncreased permeability, resulting in static water level

declines in the observation wells ranglng from 1.56 to 41.99 feet. Water levels were lnlluenced

by dry weather as well as mining. Fluctuating water levels were observed in wells over the

longwall panels. Three observation sprlngs located over the panels showed a decllne in dis-

charge, while new sprlngs or seeps were observed to have formed downslope from them.

There is a remarkable unanimity ln the research that has been conducted on the hydrologic

effects of longwall-induced subsldence, despite the fact that the exact nature of the effects is

dependent on site·specitic factors of lithology, topography, and stratigraphy. The fracturlng

and sagging of strata overlylng the panels and within an angle of draw causes dramatlc in-

creases in permeability. Groundwater levels decrease in the vicinity of the panels, alfecting

wells and sprlngs. Groundwater flows are rerouted, and water quality may or may not be af-

fected, depending on the geochemistry of the overburden. Surface streams may be directly

affected by fracturing of streambeds, or indirectly affected by rerouting of groundwater.

The existence and magnitude of these effects have, it would appear, surprised some industry

and regulatory oflicials.'° In Virginia, most longwall operations are conducted in seams at least

600 feet deep, well below drainage. Industry oflicials cite the lack of water entering the mines

as proof that their hydrologic effects are negligible. However, as the studies above show,

depth in itself is no barrier to hydrologic effects near the surface. During this decade, suffi-

cient evidence in the form of published literature, sharing of professional experiences at con-

ferences, and mounting numbers of oomplaints, has led DMLR to recognize the potential for

damage to the hydrologic balance posed by longwall mining. The agency's response is de-

tailed in a later section.

•°
For example, in a response tc a Revision Order Notice lssued by DMLR tc the Clinchfield Coal Com-
pany, a company engineer stated that “hlstorlcally, no adverse effects to the hydrologic balance have
been enoountered at mines where the depth is greater than 200 feet."
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Dimensions of the Problem

The effects of subsidence due to underground coal mlnlng on groundwater levels and flow ln

the Vlrglnla coalfields are localized, and readily circumscribed. According to the findings in

the literature, effects such as lowering of groundwater levels and dewatering of aqulfers sup-

plying wells, springs, and seeps are not likely to extend much beyond a limit defined by an

angle of draw that ls generally between 15 and 35 degrees. lndeed, ln the coal producing

region, groundwater systems themselves are generally limited by topography, such that there

ls no hydrologic connection between a groundwater system in one valley and a similar system

ln the next. This fact is recognized by Epps, in her report on groundwater prospects for

Buchanan County:

Groundwater shortages in high use areas will become more severe unless new areas with
underdeveloped groundwater supplies are tapped. Considering the difficult terrain and the
economics involved, it is probable that people in built-up sections will continue to suffer seasonal
shortages which will gradually becomeyear-round shortages while the next valley a mile away
has groundwater to spare.*‘

To say that the hydrologic effects are localized is not to diminish their importancekfhe im-

pacts of these effects may be severe on alfected individuals and local ecosystems\ And, while

the area of potential effects around a particular mine in most cases does not extend much

beyond the area undermined, it should be kept in mind that some of these mines are very

large, with thousands of acres subject to subsidence over the life of the mine. The percentage

of the land area in Buchanan, Dickenson, and Wise Counties that is potentially affected by

longwall subsidence ls not negliglble. Nevertheless, lt should be possible in most cases to

determine the limits beyond which subsidence·related effects of mlnlng on groundwater levels

and flow reglmes will not occur.

“
Epps, S. R. Buchanan County Groundwater: Present Conditions and Prospects. Richmond: Virginia
State Water Control Board, Planning Bulletin 311, October 1978, p. 73.
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"Effects on surface waters could create lmpacts outside the immediate area of the minlng op-

eration\ Research suggests that streams draining mined areas show changes in chemical

compositlon, with lncreased sulfate levels and ln some cases lncreased dlssolved solids.

These effects are perhaps more closely related to surface minlng, however, and Virginia is

fortunate ln that the pyrites that are responsible for the worst coal mine drainage problems

in some other Appalachlan states are not found ln large quantities here. Thus, water quality

effects of minlng ln general are not severe.

A potential effect of subsidence on surface streams ls the alteratlon of base tlows. Hobba, ln

his investigation of hydrologic effects of subsidence due to underground minlng, found that

subsidence lncreased infiltration, reduced evapotranspiration, and lncreased base llows in

small streams draining the subsided area.•* Such an effect is possible, and the ecological and

social lmpacts stemming from it might actually be beneficial. Streams in the coallields are

known for their quick discharge of precipitation runoff and low base flows, and it is difficult to

see how retarding this process somewhat could be harmful, so long as water quality remained

unaffected.

Summary

Subsidence caused by longwall minlng has very substantial effects on the hydrologic balance.

Fracturlng above the longwall panel causes lncreased permeability resulting ln declines ln

static water levels. Wells and springs above the panel within an area defined by the 'angle

of draw” are likely to be dewaterebsubsidence effects on groundwater occur wlthln a matter

of days of the passage of the mine face. ln some cases, substantial recovery of water levels

¤ Hobba, W. A., Jr. Effects of Underground Mlnlng and Mine Collapse on the Hydrology of Selected
Basins in West Virginia. Morgantown: U.S. Geological Survey, Rl·33, 1981, 77 pp.
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ln wells ls seen wlthln one year, but ln others no recovery or only sllght recovery was ob-

served!'

The effects of subsidence from hlgh—extraction mining on groundwater generally are limited

to a well-defined area above the mlned panel and within the angle of draw. However, a mine

large enough to use longwalls may extend under several thousand acres over the life of the

mining operation, so the effects of subsidence, though localized, are not lnsignilicant.

Subsidence from longwall mining has also been found to result in dramatically reduced

streamflows in some areas. Such effects could have lmpacts outside the lmmediate area over

the mine. Other lmpacts may be benelicial, although this is somewhat speculative. The in-

creased transmlssivity and storage of groundwater caused by subsidence may result in

greater availability of groundwater for development, as well as lncreased baseflows in surface

streams.
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Institutional Mechanisms for Protection of

Hydrologic Balance

We have seen that high~extraction coal mining can cause, and has caused, changes in the

hydrologic regime In the Virginia coallields, and these changes have had social impacts and

(though this is not well documented) ecological effects. Next we review the Institutional con-

trols - laws, policles, and organizations that Implement them —· that protect the hydrologic

balance from adverse impacts of coal mine subsidence. Before doing so, however, It may be

well to consider the nature of protection of the hydrologic balance, since this concept is cen-

tral to the regulatory framework for control of the environmental effects of coal mining.

Levels of Protection

Public policy must consider what level of protection Is possible, deslrable, and appropriate,

and ln doing so must welgh the potential social and environmental impacts of high-extraction

coal mining against the potential economic impacts of regulatlon of the Industry. In theory, the
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range of levels of protection extends from full protection to none at all. Level of protection can

be vlewed as a continuum, and associated with each level of protection would be a level of

acceptable damage. On a general level it ls only possible to distinguish a few broad catego-

ries:

\FulI
protection. No damage would be allowed to groundwater and surface water re-

sources. No diminutlon in quantity or quality would be allowed; this would be consistent,

for groundwater, with Vlrginla’s antldegradation policy. There would be no adverse soclal

or environmental lmpacts, and productive and beneticlal uses of both water and land, in-

sofar as its use depended on water availability, would be unimpaired. This level of pro-

tection may be inconsistent with development of coal resources through high extraction

methods.

\PartlaI protection. Partial protection would countenance limited deterioration of water

quantity or quality in connection with coal extraction. Limits could be set in terms of se-

verity of degradation, areal extent, and duration, or a combination of these parameters.

Damage allowed would be short-term, localized, and consistent with long-term, cumula-

tive protection of the resource. Thus, for example, temporary dlsruptlon of wells and

streams, with recovery alter a year or two, would be permitted under a partial protection

standard. Partial protection is consistent with a cost·beneIit approach, since it allows for

flexibility and compromise. Temporary dlsruptlon of streams and wells within a circum-

scribed area might be considered a reasonable price to pay for extracting coal (who pays

the price ls a separate question, addressed in Virginia by the common law). However, if

enough short-term local disruptions were allowed ln an agwe would be the potential

for long-term, cumulatlve lmpacts; and so this posslbility must\also be considered in

permitting decisions.

\
No protection. lf no protection were provided, severe damage to the hydrologic balance

would be allowed. Damage could be widespread, particularly In areas with numerous
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mining operations. Streams and rivers could be rendered unable to support aquatlc llfe

(as lndeed they have been in some parts of Appalachla); groundwater could be rendered

unusable without e><tensive treatment. The productlve use of land could be foreclosed,

at least for the foreseeable future, by the degradation of water resources, with resultlng

severe impacts on the area’s economy and future prospects.

‘*The level of protection that the Congress seems to have intended to provide when it passed

the Surface Mining Control and Reclamatlon Act of 1977 is partlal. SMCRA has two overall

purposes, one of which is to encourage exploitation of the coal resource, and the other to

minimize the environmental damage In doing soÜ‘ What the following review ofthe provisions

of SMCRA (as implemented in Virginia) will show is that Congress was aiming at a level of

protection of hydrologic resources that would minimize mlnlng’s impacts and contain them,

spatially and temporally. Throughout the Virginia and federal statutes and regulations can be

found the phrase, “minimize the disturbance to the hydrologic balance." This is the perform-

ance standard for allowable hydrologic damage within the mine permit area, and areas adja-

cent to it. Outside the permit area, “material" damage is to be prevented.

It should be noted that a mining operation could minimize the disturbance to the extent tech-

nologically and economically feasible, and still do considerable damage. Such a standard

only carries the implication that the operation will do no more damage than is necessary, that

the damage will “constitute the least possibIe," to quote from Webstefs definition of minimal.

No particular standard of protection is implied by "minimal damage."

Short-term, Iocallzed damage consistent with long-term, cumulative protection is what the

Congress seemed to intend in requirlng that (a) damage to the hydrologic balance be mini-

mized within the permit area (localized damage); (b) Iastlng impacts be considered in the

cumulative hydrologic impact assessment (CHlA) process; and (c) impacts outside thepermitarea

(nonlocallzed damage) be prevented. And this Iocallzed, short-term damage constitutes

environmental degradation that ls acceptable under SMCRA. lt ls clear that exploitation of
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coal reserves cannot be accomplished without some Iocallzed, short-term damage to the

hydrologic balance, and hence some level of environmental degradatlon. Congress recog-

nlzes this prlnclple throughout SMCRA. Although SMCRA and Its Implementing regulatlons

are highly complex and detailed, through its use of such terms as "mlnimIze,” "signll'icant

aqulfer," "material damage," and the like, Congress and OSM recognlzed that these were

determinations that could not be made across the board and were better delegated to the

personnel Implementing the regulations. Thus, Congress left considerable latitude to DMLR

and similar agencies in other states for determining what the level of protection of the

hydrologic balance should be.

There are currently two Institutional frameworks in Virginia that provide a mechanism for

controlling the Impacts of coal mine subsidence effects on water resources. The Surface

Mining Control and Reclamation Act, as implemented by VDMLR, provides a mechanism for

protection of the hydrologic balance. The common law, or judge-made law as It is sometimes

called, does not provide any protection for water resources except insofar as the property

rights of individuals are involved. ln the following sections, these two mechanisms are de-

scribed.

The Regulatory Framework Under SMCRA

History

Whlle It is not the purpose of this thesis to trace in detail the historical development of the

existing regulatory framework for control of the environmental effects of coal mining, some

general comments are necessary to
“set

the stage" for the detailed description of the regu-
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lations to followÄ'|’he Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977** was passed after

a number of years ln which similar bills were introduced, only to fall. The lmpetus for the bill

came from documentation of the depredations of essentially unregulated strip mining, malnly

in the Appalachian states.“ Coming as it did in a time when the environmental movement was

at Its zenith and the 1973 energy crisis was still fresh ln the mlnds of the public and its rep-

resentatives, lt ls not surprlsing that SMCRA ls a compromise law, embodylng both Congress’

desire to control the environmental lmpacts of coal mining and Its desire to encourage coal

production as a means to energy independent:} A number of SMCRA's provisions can also

be viewed as compromises between the environmentalists on the one hand, and the coal in-

dustry, most coal-producing states, and their supporters in Congress on the other. For ex-

ample, the coal industry reslsted additional regulation of underground mining, while others

argued that both surface and underground mining should be regulated under the new law.

The resulting compromise includes regulation of surface mining and the surface effects of

underground minlng.**

Since its passage, SMCRA and its Implementing regulations, issued by the federal Office of

Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement In the Department of the Interior, have been

under sustained assault, both In the courts, and, since the Reagan administration took office,

from above. Although the federal agency initially took a fairly hard line with respect to im-

plementation and enforcement by the states, its approach has become considerably more

conclliatory and cooperative since then.** The combined effect of litigation and the federal

** P.L 95-87, 91 Stat. 445, U.S.C. Sec. 1201 et seq.
*‘

See, for example, Henry Caudill’s My Land Is Dying, New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1971; and Fritsch,
A. J., et al., The Enforcement of Strip Mining Laws in Three Appalachian States: Kentucky, West
Virginia, and Pennsylvania, Washington, D.C.: Center for Science in the Public Interest, 1975.

** Gorrell, G. R.; McGuire, K. M. “Major issues In subsidence regulation." In: Peng, S. S. (ed.) Pro-
ceedings, 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence Due to Underground Mining, Morgantown, West
Virginia, June 9-11, 1986. Morgantown: West \lirginia University, Dept. of Mining Engineering, August
1986, pp. 19-30.

** Shover, N.; Clelland, D. A.; Lynxwiler, J. Enforcement or Negotiation: Constructing a Regufatory
Bureaucracy. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1986, 200 pp.
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agency's soltened stance ls a trend toward a greater role for the states ln determlnlng how

the law will be implemented and enforced (one of the original reasons for the bill was the

perceived inadequacy of some state programs for regulating coal minlng, so to some extent

the original purpose of the law has been subverted) and a willingness to “work with" coal

companies to bring them into compliance.

The Commonwealth of Virginia, through its representatives and elected ofliclals, was one of

the staunchest opponents of the passage of SMCRA. In orderto prevent the federal regulators

from assumlng control over coal mine regulation ln the state, the Virginia General Assembly

passed a bill, the Virginia Coal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (VCSMCRA), to

allow the state to implement a primacy program under SMCRA. The regulations produced

by the Division of Mined Land Reclamation (DMLR) in the Department of Mines, Minerals, and

Energy (DMME), like VCSMCRA itself, essentially mirror the federal regulations. Perhaps in-

dlcating the reluctance of the state government to adopt the federal regulatory scheme,

VCSMCRA actually contains the statement that nothing in it shall be construed “as expressing

the CommonweaIth's approval of or satisfaction with the standards or provisions contained in

the regulatory program of the federal act."*'

Virginia’s Coal Surface Mining Reclamation Regulations

‘Followlng the federal regulatory schema, Virginia’s regulations rely on a system of permitting,

bonding, monitoring, and detailed performance standards for all phases of the coal minlng

operation to achieve their purpose, which ls to minimlze the environmental damage associ-

ated with coal minindl The following sections describe the relevant permitting, monitoring,

and performance requirements for protection of the hydrologlc balance.

*7 Virginia Code, Chapter 19, Sec. 45.1-227.
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Permitting

Applicants for permits for underground mines are required to submit a general description of

the premining environmental conditions, to include: cultural and historic resources; climate;

vegetative cover; fish and wildlife resources; and land use, capability, and productivity. De-

tailed information regarding the mining operation itself is required in an operation plan, to

include maps, schedules of planned operations, what mining techniques and equipment are

to be used, and an explanation of the construction, maintenance, use, and removal of mining

facilities.

A reclamation plan describing the intended methods and timing of reclamation efforts, and

their estimated cost, must also be submitted. Detailed hydrologic information is called for by

the regulations. Baseline groundwater information required includes "the location and own-

ership for the permit and adjacent areas of existing wells, springs, and other ground-water

resources, seasonal quality and quantity of ground water, and usage.““ Minimum require-

ments for groundwater quality include measures of total dissolved solids, pH, total iron, and

total manganese, while for groundwater quantity, the minimum requirement are “approximate

rates of discharge or usage and elevation of water in the coal seam, and each water-bearing

stratum above and potentially impacted stratum below the coal seam.”“ Additional data may

be required lf the determination of probable hydrologic consequences (PHC; see below) indi-

cates that adverse impacts to the hydrologic balance may occur, on or off the permit area.

There is a very slgnificant difference at this point between the hydrologic information re-

quirements appllcable to surface mines and those appllcable to underground mines. For

surface mines for which adverse impacts to water resources used for domestlc, agricultural,

industrial, or other legitlmate purposes are expected, applicants are required to identify al-

ternative sources of water. DMLR also has the authority to require the mining company to

••
Sec.480-03-19.784.14

••
lbid. ~
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replace affected water supplies ln the case of surface mining. Thls is not the case for under-

ground mines, and so the identification of alternative sources ls not required. The reason for

this difference, and it is an important one. is described in a later section.

The permit applicant ls required to submit a determlnation of probable consequences of the

mining operation on the “quaIity and quantity of surface and ground water under seasonal

flow conditions for the proposed permit and adjacent areas."7° The PHC is to describe pre-

dicted adverse impacts, lf any, on the hydrologlc balance, including specitically sediment yield

from the disturbed area; acidity, total dissolved and suspended solids, and other water quality

parameters; flooding or streamllow alteration; and groundwater and surface water availability.

The PHC also must determine whether contamination of groundwater or surface water could

occur as a result of contact with toxic or acid-forming materials. Each permit revision for an

ongoing mining operation (and for a large mine, there could be many) must be reviewed by

DMLR with regard to whether a new or revised PHC is necessary.

Before issuing a permit, DMLR is required to undertake an assessment of the probable con-

sequences of the applicant’s mine, together with all other active, planned, or abandoned

mines in the area, on the area's water resources. This “cumulative hydrologic impact as-

sessment" (CHIA) must also be reviewed for each permit revision. The purpose of the CHIA

ls to determine “whether the proposed operation has been designed to prevent material

damage to the hydrologic balance outside the permit area"7* (emphasis added).

A hydrologlc reclamatlon plan must be submitted to show how the applicant’s mining and

reclamatlon operations will be conducted to “mlnimlze the disturbance to the hydrologic bal-

ance" within the permit and adjacent areas, to prevent material damage outside the permit

area, and meet applicable water quality laws and regulatlons, in particular those of the Clean

7•
Sec. 480-03-t9.784.14(e)

7* Sec. 480-03—19.784.14(f). “Material damage” ls used in the context of SMCRA to mean functlonal
Impairment.
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Table 1: Elements of the Mlne Permlt Appllcatlon Process

Submitted by Applicant

Premining Environmental Resources Information
Mine Operation Plan
Reclamation Plan

Geologlc Information
Groundwater Hydrology
Surface Water Hydrology
Probable Hydrologic Consequences
Hydrologic Reclamation Plan
Groundwater Monitoring Plan
Surface Water Monitoring Plan
Subsidence Survey
Subsidence Control Plan

Performed by DMLR

Cumulative Hydrologic Impact Assessment

Water Act at 40 CFR Part 434. Specific objectives of the plan are to “avoid acid or toxic

drainage; prevent to the extent possible using the best technology currently available addi-

tlonal contributions of suspended solids to streamflow; provide and maintain water treatment

facilities when needed; control drainage; and restore approximate premining recharge ca-

pacity.”'* The plan is to specifically address the potential adverse impacts identified in the

PHC.

The PHC ls also the basis for groundwater and surface water monitoring plans required by the

regulations. The monitoring plans should be focused on those parameters related to the

suitability of groundwater and surface water for current and approved postmlning land uses.

The design of the monitoring plans and the lntensity of monitoring elforts depend on the ex-

pected hydrologlc consequences. Groundwater monitoring plans should include Installation

of monitoring welle in slgnificant water·bearlng strata; water quality monitoring within the

permit area; and Individual monitoring of "each slgnilicant aquifer” ln the adjacent area with

¤ Sec. 480•03·19.784.14(g)
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wells, springs, mine dlscharges, or a combination of them. Quarterly submission of monitor-

Ing data is required. Monitoring should be suflicient to identify the causes of diminution or

contamination of usable groundwater, guard against offsite influences, and provide represen-

tation of the effects of the proposed coal mining operation. The specific Instructions for

groundwater monitoring allow for tailoring of the monitoring network according to the specific

conditions and expected effects of the mining operation, and for waiving or adding some

monitoring requirements at the discretion of the regulatory agency.

Surface water monitoring requirements include measurements of total dissolved solids or

specific conductance, total suspended solids, pH, total iron, total manganese, and flow at

strategic locations upstream and downstream of potential impact areas. Point source dis-

charges must be monitored in accordance with Clean Water Act requirements.

For underground mines, a subsidence control plan is required, to include a survey showing

whether structures or renewable resource lands exist within the permit or adjacent areas.

Renewable resource lands are defined as "areas which contribute significantly to the long-

range productivity of water supply or of food or fiber products, such lands to include aquifers

and aquifer recharge areas."7* The plan is required to demonstrate whether subsidence

would cause material damage or diminution of reasonably foreseeable use of the structures

or resource lands. If the survey shows, and DMLR agrees, that either such structures or re-

source lands do not exist in the permit or adjacent areas, or that subsidence would not cause

material damage, no further Information is required. lf the oontrary is the case, the

subsidence control plan must contain a description of the size, sequence, and timing of de-

velopment of underground mine works; the mining method used; a description of the

geological conditions llkely to affect subsidence development and lts effects; and a description

7* Sec. 480-03-19.700.5
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of the anticlpated effects and measures planned for mitigation of these effects. Potential im-

pact areas are usually calculated using a 28 degree angle of draw.7*

Performance Standards for Hydrologic Balance Protection and Subsidence

The general performance standard for underground mines with respect to protection of the

hydrologic balance ls that all mlning operations “shall be conducted to minimize disturbance

of the hydrologic balance within the permit and adjacent areas, to prevent material damage

to the hydrologic balance outside the permit area, and to support approved postmining land

uses."7° Specific performance standards for groundwater protection relate for the most part

to the surface lmpacts of underground mining within the permit area: handling of earth ma-

terials, excavations, and runoff. Besides the requirement that these operations be conducted

so as to minimize acidic or toxic infiltration to groundwater systems and restore the approxi-

mate premlning recharge capacity, the specific performance standards in this section are re-

lated entirely to monitoring. Only one section raises the possibility that something other than

monitoring may be required: Section 480-03-19.817.41(c)(2)(ii) states, “if degradation, con-

tamination or diminution of water quality or quantity are evident through monitoring, then ad-

ditional monitoring and/or remedial action may be required by the Division." (emphasls

added).

The performance standards for both groundwater and surface water protection seem to apply

mainly to above·ground operations of an underground mine, apart from the monitoring re-

quirements. ln both cases, monitoring ls required throughout the course of mlning and rec-

lamatlon up until bond release, unless DMLR ls satisfied the operation has met the general

performance standards stated earlier: minimized disturbance to the hydrologic balance ln the

7* Brown, D. R., Commissioner, DMLR. Memorandum re: Requirements for Subsidence Control Plans,
October 10, 1986.

7* sec. 480-03-19.8t1.41(a)
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Table 2: Performance Standards lor Hydrologlc Balance Protection

Inside the Permit and Adjacent Areas
•

Minimlze dlsturbance to the hydrologic balance•
Support approved postmlning land uses

Outside the Permit and Adjacent Areas
•

Prevent material damage

permit and adjacent areas, prevented material damage to the hydrologic balance outside the

permit area; and left water resources ln a condition suitable for postmlning land uses.

The performance standards for subsidence control demonstrate the somewhat paradoxical

treatment of longwall and other high extraction mining methods that is evident in SMCRA.7*

Mining operators must either take whatever measures are technologically and economically

feasible to prevent subsidence, or adopt a mining technique (e.g., longwall mining or plllar

retreat mining) which provides for planned subsidence 'in a predictable and controlled man-

ner."77 lf subsidence results from a mining operation, the mining operator is required to repair

damages to surface lands "by restoring the land to a condition capable of maintaining the

value and reasonably foreseeable uses which it was capable of supporting before

subsidence";7* and, to the extent required by State law, either correct material damage re-

sulting from subsidence to any structures or facilities by repairing the damage or compen-

7* The Congresslonal sponsors of SMCRA, according to Congressman Udall (one of the principle pro-
ponents of bill) "consider longwall mining ecologically preferable, and it and other methods of con-
trolled subsidence are explicitly endorsed." 123 Congressional Record H22731, July 10, 1974; quoted
in Gorrell, G. R.; McGulre, K. M. "Major issues in subsidence regulation." ln: Peng, S. S. (ed.)
Proceedings, 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence Due to Underground Mining, Morgantown, West
Virginia, June 9-11, 1986. Morgantown: West Virginia University, Dept. of Mining Engineering, August
1986, pp. 19-30.

77 Sec. 480-03·19.817.121(a)

7* Sec. 480-03-19.817.121(c)
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sating the owner. The emphasized phrase in the last sentence ls the product of a significant

change in the federal regulatlons, the consequences of which wlll be discussed below.

Underground mlnlng cannot be conducted under or adjacent to public buildings; churches,

schools, and hospitals; and water lmpoundments, unless the subsldence control plan demon-

strates that subsldence will not cause material damage to them. DMLR reserves the right to

limit the amount of coal extracted in order to prevent subsldence damage to the facilities listed

above, and to "any aquifer or body of water that serves as a significant water source for any

public water supply system."'* The Division may also suspend mining operations if such

damage is immlnent, or if public safety is imperiled. Finally, mining operators are required

to give six months’ notice to owners and occupants of surface structures beneath which mln-

ing is pIanned.•°

Significant Regulatory Changes

Since Virginia's regulatory program under SMCRA was approved by the federal Office of

Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSMRE), there have been significant modifi-

cations for both hydrologic balance protection and protection of the rights of surface owners

from the effects of subsldence. As a rule, these modifications have resulted from Iitigation

over statutory authority for some regulatory requirements.

One change of major significance for protection of surface owners concerns the requirement

for replacement of water supplies destroyed by mlnlng operations. As mentioned above,

Virginia's regulatlons, and those of OSMRE at the federal level, require the replacement of

7•
Sec 480-03-19.817.t2t(d)

•°
In Virginia, the notice requirements are generally for surface owners and occupants over the mine
works and (for hlgh extraction mines) within a 28 degree angle of draw. Haynes, L DMLR Technical
Services Division, Big Stone Gap, Virginia. Personal communication, February 6, 1989.
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water supplies disrupted by surface mlning, but not those disrupted by underground minlng.

In OSMRE's original regulations under SMCRA, this protection was considered applicable to

both surface and underground mining.•‘ However, in ln Re: Permanent Surface Mining Regu-

lation Litigation,¤ Judge John Flannery ruled that the language ln SMCRA, Sec. 717, applied

only to surface coal minlng, despite the fact that in Sec. 701 of SMCRA, "surface coal mining

operations" is defined to include ‘°surface impacts lncident to an underground coal mine" as

well as the areas “where such activities disturb the natural land surface.' Following this rul-

ing, the federal regulations were modified accordingly, and Virginia incorporated this dis-

tinction ln its permanent regulatory program. A later challenge to this distinction pointed to

the reclamation plan requirements in SMCRA as a basis for requiring water replacement by

underground coal operators. Sec. 508(a)(13) calls for the reclamation plan to include a de-

scription of measures to be taken to assure protection of the quantity of surface and ground

water systems, both on- and offsite, or to provide alternative sources of water where such

protection of quantity cannot be assured. However, Judge Flannery ruled that this section’s

scope is limited fo planning and permitting requirements, not performance standards? As a

result, water replacement is stlll not required for underground minlng operations under the

federal regulations, although, as will be discussed further ln the section describing other

states' regulatory programs, some states have enacted laws requiring it.

A signilicant change to Virglnia’s regulations with respect to protection of the hydrologlc bal-

ance from the effects of underground minlng was made in 1986. Prior to October 1986, the

performance standards for subsidence control included perennlal streams among the surface

*1 Gorrell, G. R.; McGuire, K. M. “Major issues in subsidence regulation." In: Peng, S. S. (ed.) Pro-
ceedings, 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence Due to Underground Mining, Morgantown, West
Vlrginla, June 9-11, 1986. Morgantown: West Wrginia University, Dept. of Mining Engineering, August
1986, pp. 19-30.

¤ 19 BNA Environment Reporter, Cases, 1477, 1495, May 16, 1980.

¤ In Re: Permanent Surface Minlng Regulation Litigatlon, 22 BNA Environment Reporter, Cases, 2153,
2165, July 15, 1985.
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Table 3: Slgniflcant Changes ln Regulatlons

Federal Level

1980 Ruling that water replacement was not required for
underground mining operations.

1987 Deference to state law on liabllity for subsidence
damage to structures.

Virginia

1986 Perennlal streams, which had been protected under the
performance standards for subsidence control, now subject to
performance standards for hydrologic balance protection,
which are less restrictive.

1987 DMLR no longer responsible for enforcing liability for
subsidence damage to structures.

features under or adjacent to which mining was prohibited! This blanket protection was re-

moved in a revision which placed perennial streams under the standards for protection of the

hydrologic balance, meaning that mine operators would henceforth be required to “minimize

the disturbance” to perennial streams! This is clearly a lesser degree of protection to per-

ennial streams than an outright prohibition of undermining them; and, as we have seen,

subsidence damage to perennial streams is one of the impacts that has been observed over

longwall mines by regulatory personnel in several states, including Virginia.

In 1987, regulatory control over subsidence damage was relaxed still further. Prior to July

1987, Vlrginia’s performance standards for subsidence control, like those at the federal level,

provided for surface owner protection from the effects of subsidence. Mine operators, in the

event of subsidence damage to structures and other surface features, were required to either

promptly replace or repair each damaged structure to the condition it would have been in had

*1 Sec. V817.126(a)

*1 Brown, D. R., Commlssioner, DMLR. Memorandum re: Requirements for Subsidence Control Plans,
October 10, 1986.
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subsldence not occurred; purchase the damaged structure for lts pre·subsidence fair market

value; or compensate the owner for damages due to subsldence! However, Iitlgation over

a proposed revlslon to the federal regulatlons was resolved ln 1987, allowlng the revision to

be promulgated. This revision alters the damage correction provislons of both the subsldence

control plan and subsldence control performance standards sections to include the phrase,

'to the extent required under State law.'•7 Virginia changed its regulatlons accordlngly, and

surface owners whose structures are damaged must negotiate with the coal companies indi-

vldually or goto court. The remainder of thls section discusses the extent to which the prop-

erty rights of surface owners are protected by common law.

Common Law: Protection of Property Rights

The body of Virginia law concerning property rights in water makes a sharp (and, from the

point of view of a hydrologist, entirely unwarranted) distinction between waters tlowing in a

well-defined channel and "percoIating” waters, l.e., what ls normally thought of as

groundwater. The doctrine of riparian rights applies to waters tlowing in a channel, even if the

channel ls an underground one. Under this doctrine, riparian property owners (l.e., those

owning property on the banks of the channel) have the right to use the water tlowing through

the channel, so long as this use does not lnterfere with the similar rights of other riparian

property owners downstream.

There are two common law doctrines applicable to the right to groundwater. One ls the so-

called English rule of absolute ownership. The owner of a piece of land is entitled to the use

••
Sec. V817.124

*7 Federal Register 52(137):26972·26973, July 17, 1987.
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of any and all groundwater he can recover. This rule has been referred to (somewhat face-

tlously) as the law of the biggest suck - I.e., whoever has the biggest pump gets the water.

There are no restrictions or conslderatlons regarding the use of the water, except that it can-

not be used maliciously. The American rule, or reasonable use doctrine, also allows the

property owner to withdraw as much groundwater as he wishes, except that his use of the

water must be reasonable, and the water must be used on the premlses; lt cannot be ex-

ported. The Virginia courts have held that mining operations are a reasonable use of property

insofar as percolating waters intercepted by mining operations are concemed.•* Although the

Virginia courts have not made a definite choice between these two theories, the reasonable

use doctrine seems to be favored.•* The crucial difference between these doctrines and the

riparian doctrine is that, in the former, the effect of a property owner's use of groundwater on

his neighbor’s use of groundwater is not considered. This is probably due to the archaic ori-

glns of the common law, when groundwater’s extent and movements were considered es-

sentially unknowable.

Although the body of law goveming the effects of underground mining on the surface owner's

groundwater rights ls still evolving, several important issues were settled early in this century.

The distinction between waters flowing in well-defined channels and percolating waters was

elaborated ln Clinchfield Coal Comp. v. Compton.'° Here the rule was stated that for the

riparian doctrine to apply, the water not only must flow through a defined channel, but that the

channel must be discoverable from surface indications without excavation for that purpose.

The presumptlon ls that underground water is percolating water unless it is shown to be oth-

erwlse.*‘

••
Clfnchfield Coal Corp. v. Compton, 148 Va. 437, 139 S.E. 308 (1927)

••
Virginia Groundwater Protection Steerlng Committee. A Groundwater Protection Strategy for Virginia.
Richmond: Virginia State Water Control Board, May 1987. ·

•°
139 S.E. 308, 148 Va. 437 (1927)

*‘
C&W Coal Corp. v. Salyer, 104 S.E.2d 50, 200 Va. 18 (1958)
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Several cases lnvolving water supplies damaged by coal mining demonstrate that Iiability

depends on whether the water was percolating or llowed in a defined channel, the ownership

of the surface Iands and their relation to the coal operation, the terms of the deed severing the

mlneral and surface estates, and the right of subjacent support. Some explanatlon of this

latter principle is perhaps necessary. lt ls a well-established principle of Virginia law that the

owner of the surface Iands ln a split estate (i.e., where ownership of an underlying coal deposit

has been split off from the ownership of the overlying Iands) has an absolute right to support

of his land, unless this right has been waived. This means that the coal mine owner must

leave sufliclent coal pillars, props, or other means to support the roof, and in practice it pre-

cludes the use of high extraction mining methods, unless the coal mine owner ls prepared to

accept Iiability for damages to the surface lands.**

lf subjacent support is not suflicient, the coal owner may also be liable for damages to

groundwater supplying wells and springs, depending on the terms of the deed severing the

mlneral estate. The seminal case of this type, at least in Virginia, is Stonegap Colliery Co. v.

Hamilton, in which it was held:

Where the surface of land and an underlying mine belong to different owners, if the mine owner,
in mining the minerals, fails to leave sufücient pillars, props or other means of support to prevent
the strata overlying the minerals from breaking and falling, and as a result the said strata are
broken, and thereby a spring on the surface is drained and destroyed, the mine owner is liable
for resulting damages?

In the same opinion, the court stated that

lf, in mining in the usual and ordinary way, subterranean streams or percolations of water which
feed a spring on the surface are intercepted, thereby causing the spring to sink or become dry,
there is no Iiability therefore upon the owner and operator of the mine.

Thus, Iiability for damage to water supplies hinges upon the question of subjacent support.

¤ A case now approaching the Virginia Supreme Court lnvolves a question of a coal company’s ability
to oonduct longwall mining operations without the permission of the surface owner to remove
subjacent support. This case stems from the Cllnchfield Coal Corp.’s planned removal of coal with
eight longwall panels from beneath 80 acres of undeveloped land owned by Gerald and Betty Large
of Dickenson County. The coal company ls taking the position that there is no Iiability if there is no
damage, and that there will be no damage because the land is undeveloped. Personal communi-
cations, Gerald Gray, Attorney, Clintwood, Virginia, January 4, 1989; and Fletcher Cooke, Attorney,
Pittston Coal Group, Lebanon, Virginia, January 6, 1989.

••
119 Va. 271, 89 S.E. 305 (1916)
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This principle was applied in the case of Drummond v. White Oak Fuel Co.°‘ In this case, the

rule was that the owner of coal ls liable to the surface owner for destruction of a spring only

if the damage ls the result of removal of sublacent support; if adequate support was left and

no subsldence resulted, the coal owner is not liable. The principle has been afflrmed re-

peatedly in the Virginia Courls.•*

The case of Oakwood Smokeless Coal Corp. v. Meadows°• is interesting ln that the spring, the

damage to which was the cause of action, was not dewatered but rather was rendered un-

useable because of polluted water draining from the mine, which llowed from the coal mine

owner’s land onto the plaintiff's adjacent land as percolating water. Because both the coal

owner’s land and the plaintitf’s land had been part of the same parcel when the right to mine

the coal was ceded, the present owner (plaintift) had acquired the land with this burden, which

entailed, among other things, the coal owner’s right operate his coal mine; and, as the court

points out, "the right to mine coal without the right to drain the mine is no right at aIl.'° Since

that time, the Clean Water Act and its amendments have sharply limited the right to dispose

of mine drainage into surface streams.

This review of Virginia common law shows that protection of property rights with respect to

· groundwater from the effects of underground mining is limited in scope. The question whether

protection of property rights, even if it were comprehensive — and it is not — could constitute

protection of the hydrologic balance raises a diflicult issue: what is the hydrologic balance

apart from the rights of individuals to use whatever parts of it they can? lt is in part to correct

environmental abuses that fall outside the sphere of property rights and their exchange in the

market that environmental laws are created, and this ls true of SMCRA.

••
104 W. Va. 368, 140 S.E. 57 (1927)

* Kerr v. Clinchüeld Coal Corp., 169 Va. 149, 192 S.E. 741 (1937); and Oakwood Smokeless Coal Corp.
v. Meadows, 184 Va. 168, 34 S.E.2d 392.

••
184 va. 168, 34 S.E.2d 392
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Virginia Water Law and Policy

Whlle the common law focuses on damages to property rights, and VCSMCRA establishes a

regulatory apparatus focuslng on a particular industry, there is a third area of public policy

relevant to this problem, although lt has not been lnvoked: Virginla’s Groundwater Protection

Policy. As implemented through the Virginia Water Control Law,*7 the policy rellects the fol-

lowing language from Article Xl, Section 1 of the Virginia Constltution:

Further, it shall be the Commonwealth's policy to protect its atmosphere, lands, and waters from
pollution, impairment, or destruction, for the benelit, enjoyment, and general welfare of the
people of the Commonwealth.

The report of the Groundwater Protection Steering Committee, A Groundwater Protection

Strategy for Virginia,** notes that DMLR’s authority to require water supply replacement does

not extend to underground mining. The report recommends that the Department of Mines,

Mlnerals, and Energy review the adequacy of DMLR’s authority to protect the groundwater

supply when aflected by underground mining. DMLR’s current representative on the Steering

Committee, when queried regarding the status of this recommendation, responded that

changes in the VCSMCRA regulations since the preparation of the report had made such a

review unnecessary.** The change referred to ls one allowing DMLR to include the surface

area over underground mines outside the permit area in their monitoring and PHC determi-

nation requirements. The significance of this change is discussed in Section 8 of this report.

*7 Virginia Code 62.1 et seq.

** Virginia Groundwater Protection Steering Committee. A Groundwater Protection Strategy for Virginia.
Richmond: Virginia State Water Control Board, May 1987, 79 pp.

** l-laynes, L, DMLR, Big Stone Gap, Virginia. Personal communication, January 4, 1989.
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Summary

The effects of coal mlning and thelr social and environmental lmpacts are subject to both

regulatory controls and the common law in Vlrglnla. ln theory, regulation can provide any

level of protection for the hydrologic balance. SMCRA provldes for partial protection. The

complex regulatory scheme implemented under SMCRA, and in Virginia under VCSMCRA,

includes detailed requirements for permitting, bonding, performance standards, monitoring,

reclamatlon, and enforcement. The standards for protection of water resources under this

regulatory framework are to mlnlmlze mining's hydrologic lmpacts in the immediate vicinity

of the mine; leave the land in a condition that will support approved postmining land uses; and

prevent material damage outside the immediate vicinity of the mine. There have been several

changes in the regulatory programs at both the federal level and the state level that have re-

sulted in less stringent control over the lmpacts of underground mlning subsidence.

The lmpacts of underground coal mlning on water rights of surface landowners are Iargely

controlled by the common law in Virginia. The Virginia courts have recognized the principle

that coal companies are liable for damage to water supplies caused by mine subsidence, but

not for damage where there is no subsidence. Virginia's Groundwater Protection Policy,

which contains a nondegradatlon standard, has not been invoked in the case of mlning

subsidence effects on groundwater. '
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Constraints to Regulatory Protection of the

Hydrologic Balance

The field of possible actions for any governmental agency, including regulatory agencles, is

constrained by external factors, over which the agency has no control or only limited control,

and by internal factors, in the form of past decisions and regulatory interpretations. The

Virginia DMLR ls no exception. The courses of action that are possible for the agency to

protect the hydrologlc balance are constrained by the state of the art in theoretical under-

standing of subsidence effects on hydrology, by the availability of data, by statutory authorlty,

and by economic considerations. This section will consider the nature of the constraint posed

by each.

Level of Understanding

The precislon with which predictlons can be made concerning the effects of subsidence on the

hydrologlc balance depends in part on the degree of knowledge of the mechanisms of
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groundwater flow and of groundwater-surface water interactions ln the area of concern. Al-

though considerable progress has been made, modeling of groundwater systems is still rela-

tively limited.

Mathematic modeling of groundwater transport began with the classic work of Henri Darcy,

which described the flow of water through porous media in terms of pressure and head.'*°°

The equation for the flow of water through saturated porous media has been known in its

steady·state form since the late nineteenth century. Early mathematical models for

groundwater were characterized by the use of simplifying assumptions that allowed the

processes to be modeled, but which, because they were not usually met in practice, limited

the usefulness and validity of the results obtained. Such assumptions included those of

isotropy (groundwater can flow in any direction with equal ease); homogeneity (the aquifer is

homogeneous in terms of water storage and transmission); infinite extent in the horizontal

plane; and instantaneous response to pumping. Early models, moreover, were only able to

consider the steady state. The history of the development of groundwater hydraulics has been

"largely a history of the systematic removal of these assumptions one by one."‘°‘ Despite the

steady improvement of groundwater modeling, numerical and finite difference models still

have difiiculty handling saturated zones characterized by inhomogeneity.‘°* Moreover, the

more complicated the model, the more extensive are the data requirements.

These same cautions apply to integrated groundwater-surface water models, since they gen-

erally consist of a groundwater model linked to a surface water model. Mathematical simu-

lation of groundwater/surface water Interaction has been the subject of a considerable

IW Darcy, H. “DeterrnInation of the laws of flow of water through sand.” Translated from Les Fontaines
Publiques de la Ville de Düon, by Victor Dalmont, Paris, 1856. ln: Freeze, R. A.; Back, W. (eds.)
Physical Hydrogeology. Benchmark Papers in Geology, Vol. 72. Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania:
Hutchinson Ross Publishing Company, 1983, pp. 14-21.

IM Freeze, R. A.; Back, W. (eds.) Physical Hydrogeology. Benchmark Papers in Geology, Vol. 72.
Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania: Hutchinson Ross Publishing Company, 1983, p. 136.

W lt should be noted, however, that the effects of Inhomogeneity are sca|e—dependent. Over a large
enough area, variations In aquifer characteristics tend to smooth out.
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number of works over the past two decades.1°° Several of these models seem at least po-

tentially useful for understanding the hydrology of entire catchments. For example, Miles and

Rushton describe a model that uses a finite·difference method to simulate groundwater flows

in an aquifer and flow balance techniques to simulate surface flows to represent the hydrology

of a basin,1°‘ The model lncorporates the effects of three geologlcally different land types.

Cunningham and Sinclair, ln the introduction to a paper describing their coupled

surface/groundwater model, sum up the situation:1*

Whlle research results to date provide an optlmistic outlook for attalning these goals [an inte-
grated approach to deterministic modeling of the land phase of the hydrologic cycle], they also
demonstrate that much additional work is needed in order to completely develop the potential

ärrgiis
particular modeling technique, particularly regarding application to real hydrologic sys-

A review of the state of the art of mathematical modeling techniques for hydrologic systems

leads to the conclusion that they have limited applicability in the complex hydrogeologic sys-

tems characteristic of the Appalachian Plateau. The effects of extensive fracturing, complex

stratilication, and topography on transmissivity, storativity, and recharge will be difficult for

any mathematical model to handle, and the data requirements for precise modeling of a spe-

cific site would probably be prohibitive.

The precedlng comments on the theoretical and practical Iimitations on achieving a precise

understanding of the hydrologic system are fortified by the additional complexity and uncer-

tainty of subsidence and its effects on the rock layers that comprise aquifer media. Although

the development of the subsidence trough over a high-extraction mine is predictable and, in

theory, weIl·understood, there are many compllcating factors that make lt difficult to predict

the size and shape ofthe final subsidence basln with preclsion. These factors are the physical

1* See, for example, Vasiliev, O. F. “System modelling of the lnteraction between surface and ground
waters ln problems of hydrology.” Hydrological Sciences Journal 32(3):29741 1, 1987.

1* Miles, J. C.; Rushton, K. R.
“A

coupled surface water and groundwater catchment model." Journal ·
of Hydrology 62:159-177, 1983.

1* Cunningham, A. B.; Sinclair, P. J. "Application and analysis of a coupled surface and groundwater
model." Journal of Hydrology 43:129-148, 1979.
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properties of the overlying strata; the size of the gob (the broken rock fllling the cavity imme-

diately above the caved seam); mlning depth, in combination with the height and width of the

mine opening; topography; the presence of adjacent panels or overlying abandoned mlne

works; and time.‘°•

A recently developed model shows some promlse of appllcabillty to modellng the

hydrogeological impacts of subsidence. Developed as a tool for mine planning, the model

uses a combination of “conceptual, physical, empirical, and numerlcal approaches to define,

characterize, analyze, and evaluate flow controlling properties of fractured rock systems.”‘°'

The model assumes that secondary permeability (l.e., fractures) completely dominates the

flow ol water through the rock matrix. Another assumption is that fracture openings ln the

rock matrix are a time-dependent function of horizontal and vertical stresses. The model was

tested against field observations at a longwall operation located in a complex hydrologic en-

vironment. Predicted insigniflcant mine inllows were conflrmed by observations underground.

The model was designed for application to mine subsidence effects on hydrology, and may

be useful in meeting regulatory requirements for predictlon of the probable hydrologic con-

sequences of a mine operation. It is unclear from the description of the model what its data

requirements are; these may limit its usefulness or make its application very expensive.

Although the model described above seems to have the potential to provide lmproved pre-

dictlve capabllity to both the industry and DMLR, lt remains true that, to date, the limited ap-

plicability and practlcality of mathematical models of groundwater and surface water in the

ooal counties of Virginia have made lt impossible to predict with much precision the

hydrologic effects of subsidence. lt could be argued, however, that such precision ls not al-

ways essential for regulatory purposes. DMLR, using descrlptive models of the hydrologic

1* Feng, S. S. Coal Mine Ground Control. 2nd Edition. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1986, pp.
427-428.

W Owili~Eger, A.S.C. "Dynamic fractured flow simulation modeI." Mining Engineering 41 (2):110-114,
February 1989.
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balance,‘°° together with the results of studies of the hydrologic effects of subsidence and ex-

perience gained through observation of effects of longwall mines in Virginia, by now has an

adequate knowledge base for understanding the potential impacts of subsldence. lt is this

knowledge and experience that have led to DMLR's increasing hydrologic monitoring re-

qulrements.

The knowledge base has sometimes been lnadequate ln situations in which DMLR must make

a determinatlon as to (a) whether a specific observed effect, for example the loss of a spring

or well, was caused by subsldence from an underground mine; or (b) whether observed effects

indicate significant damage to the hydrologic balance. An adequate PHC determination

should identffy any stratum "which serves as an aquifer which significantly ensures the

hydrologic balance within the cumulative impact area."‘°' However, the inadequacy of the

hydrologic information submitted by some permit applicants has made it difficult for DMLR to

determine whether an affected aquifer was one which significantly ensured the hydrologic

balance. This difficulty is in part due to the vagueness of the language of the regulations -

what does it mean fo "signiticantly ensure the hydrologic balance"? However, DMLR has also

contributed to the problem by not requiring sufficient data during the permitting process to

allow it to understand the hydrologeology of the specific area. ln Sec. 480-03-19.784.14(h)2,

there is a provision that hydrologic monitoring requirements may be waived if the applicant

demonstrates in the PHC that "a particular water-bearing stratum in the proposed permit and

adjacent areas ls not one which serves as an aquifer which significantly ensures the

hydrologic balance within the cumulatlve impact area." OSMRE, in its annual oversight eval-

uations of DMLR's implementation of SMCRA, has identified unjustified waivers of

groundwater monitoring for underground mines as a problem in several of its reports.“° What

1* One such model la that of Wyrlck, G. G., supra note 32. Anthony Scales, DMLR, Big Stone Gap,
Virginia. Personal communication, August 22, 1989.

1*** Sec. 480-03-19.784.t4(h)
“•

U.S. Office of Surface Mining. Annual Report, Virginia Permanent Program, lor the Period May 1, 1984
to April 30, 1985. Big Stone Gap, Virginia: Ofüce of Surface Mining, pp. 18-19, November 1985; and
U.S. Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement. Flscal Year 1986 Annual Evaluation
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would be necessary, ideally, for a determination that a particular aquifer is a significant com-

ponent of the hydrologlc system is premining data on aquifer characteristics (storage and

transmissivity, as well as areal extent), discharges to surface water, and water quality data.

However, as dlscussed in the following section and elsewhere, such data were rarely, if ever,

required of applicants. Such a requirement would probably be considered onerous by the

minlng industry.

Data Availability

In general, DMLR, although it has statutory authority to do so in its regulations on permitting

requirements, has until recently not required premining installation of monitoring wells (ex-

cept in alluvial valleys), piezometers, aquifer testing, or even, in some cases, monitoring of

existing water wells. And, considering the expense involved in gathering data, one would not

expect mining companies to supply such data if it were not required.*“ In the DMLR permit

files examined as part of this research, both subsidence control plans and PHCs simply assert

that the hydrologlc eliects of the proposed mines are not expected to be significant. No

modeling or monitoring evidence was olfered to support their positlon.

The lack of hydrogeologlcal data available to regulatory agencles has been noted in the liter-

ature. Chugh et al. note that hydrogeology is the most neglected area in premining Investi-

Report for the Regulatory and Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation Programs Under the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 in the State of Virginia for the Period May 1, 1985 to June
30, 1986. Big Stone Gap, Wrginia: Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, February
1987, p.9.

*1* It has been argued that coal companies ought to oollect more hydrologlc data to protect themselves
from liability. See Smith, S. R.; Smith, S. G. “Lega| and technical ramifications of environmental data
collection." In: Graves, D. H.; De Vore, R. W. (eds.) Proceedings, 1984 Symposium on Surface
Mining, Hydrology, Sedimentology, and Reclamation, University of Kentucky, Lexington, December
2-7, 1984. Lexington: University of Kentucky, Office of Engineering Services (Bulletin UKY BU136),
December 1984, pp. 109-111.
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gations.“* Pendleton argues that the state of the art of predictlng hydrologic consequences

of subsidence Iags behind that of predicting geomechanical consequences.“* His comments

are worth quotlng at length:

Nineteen ol the 37 [Colorado coal mining] permit applications reviewed for compliance have
delineated ground water aquifers or surface water bodies within their permit and adjacent areas.
All 37 contain projections of the specific hydrologic consequences anticipated as a result of
subsidence. Faced with a mandate to mlnimize impacts to the hydrologic balance, any permit
applicant would prefer to demonstrate that the anticipated hydrologic consequences of
subsidence are minimal. Wrtually every permit application's probable hydrologic consequence
description observes that ground subsidence will result in cracking of the ground surface above
the proposed underground mine workings, but that weathering processes will rapidly seal and
eliminate that cracking. While this observation may seem intuitive, little documented evidence
exists within the literature to support it. The physical expression of the cracking will probably
be relatively rapidly eliminated, but evidence suggests that the hydrologic consequences may
be of very long duration.“‘

Another reason for the optimistic predictions found in the PHCs examined, and their accept-

ance by DMLR, is that prior to February 15, 1987, the PHC only needed to address anticipated

effects within the permit area.“‘ The permit area is typically a relatively small area encom-

passing the mine's surface works, and is not the area that will be affected by subsidence.

Mining companies are not required to report instances of damaged water supplies of surface

land owners in Virginia, as they are, for example, in Ohio. impacts on water supplies as a rule

only come to DMLR’s attention when the surface owner and the mining company cannot come

to a settlement, and the surface owner files a compIaint.“* To judge the dimensions of the

problem, information on the number and location of wells impacted is crucial; yet this infor-

mation is unavailable both to DMLR and to researchers.

11* Chugh, Y. P.; Caudle, R. D.; Agarwala, V. K. "Premining investigations for longwall coal minlng." ln:
Chugh, Y. P.; Karmls, M. (eds.) International Conference on state-ol-the·art of ground control In
longwall mining and mining subsidence. New York: Society of Mining Engineers of AIME, 1982, pp.
3-12.

*1* Pendleton, J. M. “Coal mine subsidence in Colorado: Practical application in a regulatory setting."
ln: SME Fall Meeting, Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 16-18, 1985. Littleton, Colorado: Society
of Mining Engineers of AIME (Preprint 85-328), 8 pp., 1985.

11* Ibid., p.5.

11* Haynes, L Virginia DMLR, Big Stone Gap. Personal communication, August 22, 1988.

W Haynes, L Virginia DMLR, Big Stone Gap. Personal communication, August 22, 1988; and Gray, G.,
attorney, Clintwood, Vlrglnla. Personal communication, January 4, 1989.
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The difficulty encountered by DMLR technlcal services staff ln obtalning data from mlnlng

companies is illustrated by the following comments by a DMLR geologist on a mining com-

pany's responses to a DMLR revision order notice (RON) issued following investigation of

groundwater complalnts by surface owners over a Iongwall mlne:“'

3. No data supportlve of this contentlon ls supplied. 4. Please clarify the need for thedesignation
of a buffer zone around Dry Fork when the impact area wlll include this area. No data supportlve
of the contentlon Dry Fork will not be adversely lmpacted is supplied. 5. It ls noted that no data
is included supportlve of the contentlon that no adverse impacts wlll result. 6. As no data is
available/included to validate claims of negative impact, it would appear prudent to oonduct
monitoring for future subsidence control updates.

The lnability to predict hydrologlc effects that results from lnadequate understanding of

hydrologlc processes and limited data is greatly amplified by the Iongstanding drought that

has plagued southwestern Virginia. Precipitation in Wise, Virginia, for example, has shown a

cumulative shorlfall from 1981 to 1986 of almost 50 inches below the 1955-1986 average; 1987

and 1988 were also drought years.“' Naturally, the effect of such a shortfall in preclpitation

has been widespread and severe; however, the precise contribution of the drought to ob-

served effects in specific locations is uncertain for the same reasons that the effects of mining

are uncertain. Dld a formerly dependable well go dry because of the drought or because of

nearby Iongwall mining? What part of the observed unusually low flows in a particular stream

can be attributed to mining in the watershed and what part to the drought? These questions

plague DMLR’s complaint investigatlons, making it impossible to attribute observed effects

detinitely.

1*7 Comments of Anthony Scales, DMLR Geologist. In a letter dated December 9, 1987, from Barbara
S. Matthews, DMLR Review Inspector, to Mr. Gerald Ramsey of the VP-5 Mining Company.

1** Hydrologic Information Storage and Retrieval System (HISARS), Virginia Water Resources Research
Center, Blacksburg, Virginia.
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Prevention of Damage Through Mine Engineering

A revfew of the mlne engineering literature on ground control and preventlon of subsidence

damage reveals two possibllitles for preventing subsidence damage from Iongwall mlning.

Measures may be taken at the surface to strengthen structures, lsolate them from surface

deformatlon, or lncorporate flexible elements into their design. Mining measures Include

strateglcally planning mine layout and conductlng operations to protect surface structures and

land features.

While a discussion of the broad range of structural protection measures that could be taken

would be outside the scope of this paper, there are some that are relevant to the protection

of hydrologic features from subsidence damage. Where damage to structures or facilities

could result in spills of toxic or hazardous materials into the environment, it is imperative that

engineering measures be taken to prevent such occurences. The Pennsylvania Division of

Fisheries Environmental Services documented a fish kill caused by a major oil spill that re-

sulted from a pipeline broken by subsidence above a Iongwall mine in Cambria County in

October, 1982.**•

In some cases, surface measures have done more harm than good. An official of the West

Vlrglnla Department of Natural Resources stated that gradlng and channelization of streams

are not infrequently undertaken by mlning companies, sometimes at the request of surface

owners, to aflevfate drainage problems caused by subsidence or to prevent fnffltration of wa-

ter into mlnes. These practices have ln some cases resulted ln severe, though locallzed, en-

vironmental damage ln that state. The channelization may take the form of installation of

** Arway, J. A. Division of Fisheries Environmental Services, Pennsylvania Fish Commission, Bellefonte,
Pennsylvania. Presentation to the Deep Mine Mediation Committee, July 1, 1987.
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rubber liners in streams after bulldozing several miles of streambed, to the detriment of

aquatic habitat.**°

Finally, groutlng of subsidence flssures in streambeds has been attempted in some cases.

The effects of such efforts on George’s Creek in western Maryland are currently under study

by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, but results have not been reported.‘*‘ The various measures

reported here to protect or repair surface water features obviously are not applicable to

groundwater, and there are no reported (or for that matter, conceivable) techniques applied

at or near the surface for protection or remediation of subsidence damage to groundwater

recharge or flow.

Mining measures to prevent surface subsidence damage generally attempt to prevent

subsidence in a particular location, or to alter the development or progress of the subsidence

"wave” that travels with the advancing longwall face. Backfllling of a longwall "gob” (the

mined-out area behind the advancing face) to alleviate subsidence is precluded by both cost

and technical feasiblity.‘“ As a general rule it can be stated that the development of a

subsidence trough over a longwall panel cannot be prevented. There are, however, minlng

methods for reducing the damage produced by subsidence ground motion.

The most obvious method for preventing subsidence damage is either leave coal seams un-

mined or to remove only a limited percentage of the coal beneath the surface feature to be

protected. Partial extraction can be achieved through room-and·pillar, board-and-pillar, or

panel·and·plllar methods. The extent of the mine in which partial extraction must be practiced

in order to protect a surface feature can be calculated relatively easily. At least 50 percent

W Jggrgejcic, F. West \llrginia Department of Natural Resources. Personal communication, January 10,

"*‘
Holbrook, J., Chief, Anthracite Reclamation Programs Branch, U.S. Office of Surface Mining Recla-
mation and Enforoement, Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania. Personal communication, January 9, 1989.

t¤ Whittaker, B. N.
“A

review of progress with longwall mine design and layout." ln: Chugh, Y. P.;
Karmls, M. (eds.) State·of-the·Art of Ground Control in Longwall Mining and Mining Subsidence.
New York: Society of Mining Engineers (AIME), 1982, pp. 77-84.
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of the coal seam must be left unmined in order to prevent noticeable subsidence. Thls per-

centage may be higher for very deep seams, as greater vertical stress may cause deformation

of the piIlars.‘**

Rapld mining and harmonic extraction are two techniques that have potential for reduclng

structural damage. Rapid mining capltallzes on the fact that the faster mining proceeds, the

smaller ls the tensile straln at the surface travelling with an advancing mining face.‘*‘ Har-

monic extraction uses a coordinated advance of two adjacent faces such that the surface

strains generated by one panel are to some extent canceled out by the other. Thls method

requires, first, two Iongwall systems; and second, very close coordination between the two.

Rock stresses and the rate of face advance must be closely monitored, and if one operation

ls stopped by equipment failure, the other must also be stopped. These requirements trans-

late into higher costs and lower productivity, and for these reasons may not be economically

feasible for mining companies to adopt. More importantly, these methods are best adapted

to protection of a small surface area, such as the area beneath a structure, or at most a

stream. The area-wide protection from subsidence that one would expect to be necessary to

prevent damage to the hydrologic balance could only be achieved by foregoing high-extraction

mining. Whether complete extraction will achieve the minimization of damage and prevention

of long-term damage to water resources, and particularly groundwater, that is the criterion

endorsed by SMCRA, ls still an open question that depends very much upon local conditions.

1** Peng, S. S. Coal Mine Ground Control. New York: John Vlhley and Sons, 1986, p.458.

1** Peng, ibid., p.460.
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Ability to Prevent Damage Through Regulation

This section wlll consider DMLR's possibilitles for preventlng damage to the hydrologic bal-

ance caused by high-extractlon mining. DMLR's requlrement that mining operations mlnlmize

the disturbance to the hydrologic balance within the permit and adjacent areas, prevent ma-

terial damage outside these areas, and support approved postmining land uses, is subject to

a range of possible Interpretations. It should be noted here that "permlt and adjacent

areas" Includes subsldence-impact areas and occasionally more if DMLR deems it necessary.

As was pointed out in an earlier section, "to minimize" is "to do the least possible"; however,

the least possible may be a very great disturbance indeed. The clause stating that the

hydrologic balance must be able to support approved postmining land uses at least imposes

a limitation on the damage allowed: even if it is major, it must at least be temporary. Fur-

thermore, "materiaI damage” must be contined to the permit and adjacent areas. Thus,

DMLR has statutory authority to circumscribe the damage to the hydrologic balance in space

and time, but not to prevent it. Only if the aquifer in question is
“a

signiticant source of water

supply to any public water system" does it receive special protection, and then only if DMLR

determines that subsldence will probably cause material damage. Thus, DMLR cannot pro-

hibit mining which may damage an aquifer, even though it may supply a number of domestic

wells, if it is not used for a public water supply.

Slmilarly, since a chane ln the regulations under VCSMCRA was made in October 1986,

DMLR ls no longer required to prohlblt mining under perennial streams (although this remalns

an option to the agency lf lt expects serious damage, based on its review of the information

submitted by the mining company). Perennlal streams had been altorded that protection un-

der the subsldence control performance requirements, but the change in the regulations

placed perennial streams under the performance standards for protection of the hydrologic

balance; l.e., the mining operation is to be conducted so as to mlnimlze disturbance within the
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permit and adjacent areas, to prevent material damage outside these areas, and to leave the

hydrologic balance capable of supporting approved postmlning land uses.

Lack of Options When Damage Is Found

Subsidence damage to the hydrologic balance usually comes to DMLR's attention by way of

complaints from surface land owners.W When a complaint is received, a complaint investi-

gation ls underlaken. The investigation may include review of materials in the permit file, field

investigations, and interviews with complainants. lf signiücant adverse hydrologic lmpacts of

subsidence are found that were not predicted by the PHC determination, or if damage is found

outside the permit and adjacent areas, DMLR may issue a Revision Order Notice (RON), re-

quiring the mining company to revise either its PHC, its subsidence control plan, or both. ln

most cases, increased monitoring is required. lf the damage is judged by DMLR to be serious

enough, it might require the mining company to modify its operations; for example, to desig-

nate a 'buffer zone” in which underminlng would not take place, or to leave enough coal to

prevent subsidence. However, such measures would be taken to detect or prevent further

damage. For damage already done, there may be no remedy, even in the case of streams;

a groundwater system damaged by subsidence definitely cannot be repaired.

Under VCSMCRA, DMLR has several options for action against mining companies whose op-

erations violate permit conditions or performance standards. Upon findlng that a coal com-

pany is vlolatlng the terms of its permit, either the performance standards or reclamation plan,

DMLR can issue a notice of violation which gives the company a reasonable time to bring its

W lt ls worth repeating at this point that an unknown number of water loss cases, perhaps most of them,
never come to DMLR's attention. The larger mining companies follow a policy of replacing water
supplies they believe their operations have damaged. As a rule, only those cases that cannot be
resolved between the landowner and the mining company result ln complaints.
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operations into compllance. The Division may also assess a civil penalty with the violation,

the amount dependlng on the severity of the vlolatlon’s impacts, the culpability ol the com-

pany, and its good faith efforts to comply, as well as past violations and time taken to comply.

Civil penalties are unlikely ever to exceed $5.000. and may be considerably less. lf the com-

pany does not comply, it may forfeit part or all of the bond it had to post to receive a permit.

lf more damage is occurring than was predicted, DMLR may require an increase in the bond.

DMLR can order a cessation of coal mining operations if it determines that the operations

create an imminent danger to the public health or safety; or are causlng or can reasonably

be expected to cause signilicant, imminent harm to land, air, or water resources.‘*° A cessa-

tion order can also be issued if a company, having received a notice of violation, fails to

comply in a timely fashion. DMLR must also assess a penalty for each cessation order, the

amount being determined according to the factors described earlier.

A mining operation or company which has established a pattern of violations of any of its

permit conditions may be served with a “show cause order," which essentially requires the

company to explain why its permit should not be suspended or revoked. If the company fails

to do so to DMLR’s satisfaction, DMLR may take the threatened action.

DMLR has no authority under VCSMCRA to require that mining operators replace water sup-

plies (wells and springs) destroyed or damaged by subsldence. Under Judge Flannery’s

rulings, water replacement is only required in the case of surface mlnlng.

t=•
Sec. 480-03-19.843.11
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Economic Constraints on DMLR Action

Congress, in passlng SMCRA, was alming not only to control the adverse envlronmental lm·

pacts of mining, particularly surface mining, but also to ensure the continued vigor of the coal

mining Industry as a hedge against dependence on unreliable foreign energy sources. More

specifically, Congress intended to encourage the expansion of underground coal mining, and

said so explicitIy:‘*’

the overwhelming percentage of the Nation's coal reserves can only be extracted by under-
ground mining methods, and it is, therefore, essential to the national interest to ensure the ex-
istence of an expanding and economically healthy underground coal mining industry.

SMCRA aims at balancing environmental protection and encouraging the expansion of coal

mining, especially underground coal mining. Thus, there is no justification in Congressional

intent or statutory language for regulatory requirements so stringent that they would make

mining impossible.

The preponderance of the evidence presented in this thesis supports the conclusion that the

only certain way to prevent subsidence damage to the hydrologic balance is to prevent

subsidence. This would require prohibiting all high-extraction mining. As noted above, there

is nothing in SMCRA to suggest that Congress envisioned or intended such an outcome. ln·

deed, there is ample evidence that the framers of SMCRA considered longwall mining, with

its immediate and final subsidence, to be an envlronmentally superior method of underground

mlnlng.1=• lt should be noted, however, that nearly all of the literature on hydrologic effects

of longwall mine subsidence appeared well after SMCRA became law; one can only speculate

about what effect the research would have had on Congress' view of longwall mining.

1*7 30 U.S.C. 1201(b)

fü Congressman Udall, debating one of SMCRA’s predecessors, stated,
“ln

fact the bill’s sponsora
consider longwall mining ecologlcally preferable, and it and other methods of controlled subsidence
are explicitly endorsed.” 123 Congressional Record H22731 (July 10, 1974); quoted in Gorell, G. R.;
McGuire, K. M., ibid., p. 21.
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The economic importance of Iongwall mining to the coal counties of Southwest Virginia, dis-

cussed in Section 2 of this thesis, cannot be denied. Accordlng to Gene Mathis, former

Presldent of Pittston Coal Group, Inc., which operates Iongwall mines McCIure No. 1 ln

Dickenson County and Splashdam in Buchanan County, Iongwall mlnlng makes mines profit-

able that would be unprofitable wlth conventional mining methods. Both of these mines, ac-

cordlng to Mathis, would be shutdown if Iongwall mining were not available.‘2* This ls not only

due to the productivity of Iongwall mining, but due to the fact that deep coal seams cannot be

mined safely using conventional methods. It appears that much of Virginia's coal cannot be

mined any other way.

Longwall minlng’s critical importance to Virginia coal production, and that coal production's

critical importance to the economic health, indeed survlval, of the coal counties (especially

Buchanan, Dickenson, and Wise), constitute the “bottom line" constraint to DM LR’s protection

of the hydrologic balance. This constraint makes it extremely improbable that DMLR will feel

justilied in taking a hard line toward enforcement of the regulations, certainly not to the extent

that production would be interrupted or seriously impaired. lt encourages rather a conciliatory

regulatory approach based on negotiation and “worklng together" to achleve compliance with

SMCRA’s requirements; and DMLR’s approach could certainly be characterized in these

terms.**°

*2* gdätgä G. Pittston Coal Group, Inc., Lebanon, Virginia. Interviewed by Ted Clutter of VCCER, May

**° For a comparison of the conditions encouraging a regulatory style of negotiation rather than
enforcement, see Shover, N; Clelland, D. A.; Lynxwiler, J. Enforcement or Negotiation: Constructlng
a Regulatory Bureaucracy. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1986, 200 pp.
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Summary

Thls chapter has examlned a number of factors that act as constralnts on DMLR's ability to

protect the hydrologic balance. The agency's ability to understand, track, and predlct

hydrologic lmpacts ls constrained by the state of the art of hydrologic modeling. The lack of

mining engineering paths to prevention of hydrologic damage may force the agency into °‘all

or nothlng" choices: either Iongwall mlnlng in a particular area ls allowed, or it ls not.

Subsidence damage to a structure or even a stream can be avoided by limiting the amount

of coal extracted from an area beneath it, but an aquifer or "the hydrologic balance" cannot

be protected in this way. Moreover, though DMLR has the authority to order coal operators

to repair or mitigate damage to surface water bodies in some circumstances, the technology

for doing so may be Iacking.
”

Lack of statutory authority constrains DMLR's responses in some cases. The agency cannot

require replacement of water supplies damaged by subsidence from underground mining.

And, although a range of sanctions is available to DMLR, their imposition would likely be

triggered by damage rather than preventing damage before it happens.

The lack of data, at this point, may be an example of a constralnt that results from past deci-

sions and practlces by the agency. lt would appear that under current regulatlons, DMLR

could have required more data from permit appllcants than it did in the first halfof thls decade.

The agency could have refused to accept lnadequate PHCs. Some of the difflculties the

technical personnel have had in determinlng the signilicance of observed effects, and in as-

certainlng thelr cause (as mining-related or not), have their roots in these past practlces. A
V

later section will show how DMLR has responded to the problems of lnadequate and lnsuffl-

clent data.
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Finally, the economic importance of Iongwall mlning to the region and to the state cannot but

operate as a constraint to regulatory action. It ls the constraint that does not need to be

named or invoked; rather, it permeates the very air of the coaltields.W To shut down a

Iongwall mine because of a few sprlngs and wells would be very difficult to justlfy. Damage

to the hydrologlc balance would have to be severe, widespread, and obvious before anything

so drastic were done.

W And, as we have recently seen, the corridors of the Capltol In Richmond as well.
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Constraints to Protection of Water Rights Under the

Common Law

The scope of protection of property rights in groundwater afforded by the common law in

Virginia is limited with respect to potential damages caused by underground coal mining.

When mining does not cause subsidence, the coal company is not liable for damage to

groundwater. However, with respect to the high·extraction mining methods that are the focus

of this thesis, the legal principle is well-established that mining companies are liable for

damages to groundwater supplies when subsidence is the proximate cause, unless the right

to subjacent support was waived when the mlneral estate was severed.

There are several important points to remember in reference to the protection afforded by

such an established legal principle. First, even where liabllity ls clear, it is diliicult under the

common law to prevent the damage for which a party ls liable. Except in those extreme cir-

cumstances ln which a court ls wllling to grant an lniunction to prevent damage from occuring,

to pursue a case in torts there must already be lnjury. Typically, this means that whatever

damage to the hydrologlc balance results from subsidence must already have occurred.**2

**2 The case of Gerald and Betty Large v. Clinchlield Coal Co. is testing whether a surface owner may,
under any circumstances, enloln a Iongwall operation beneath their land. The outoome of this case,
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Second, there Is nothing automatic about the assignment of liability, even where there ls an

established legal principle. The coal company is liable for damages if it can be shown that the

coal minlng operation caused the lnjury. For the same reasons discussed in the previous

section of this report, demonstrating proximate cause is not a simple matter.‘” In each case

there are similar constraints operating: lack of monitoring data; lack of a rlgorous under-

standing of hlghly locallzed hydrogeologic conditions; and the confounding effects of drought.

The policy of water replacement ln such cases followed by the larger minlng companies op-

erating ln the state retlects a recognition of the established common law principle of Ilability

for subsidence-caused water supply damages, as well as the "good neighbor” policy that

these minlng companies espouse. Westmoreland Coal Co., for example, uses the term, "good

neighbor” in its 1987 dralt subsidence policy statement for its Virginia operations. The policy

goes on to say that if a surface owners water supplies are affected by the company’s oper-

ations, Westmoreland will “take appropriate action which could include providing a temporary

water supply until the water returns or until repairs can be made, or developing an alternate

water suppIy."“‘ Island Creek Coal Co. has applied a similar policy to settle water supply

damage claims. The company purchased a water truck to serve surface owners who had lost

water supplies; others were hooked up to public water supplies. However, Island Creek does

which ls presently being appealed to the Virginia Supreme Court, oould change the assumptions un-
der which longwall mining is oonducted in Wrginia.

W Here it should be noted that there are perhaps different standards of proof operating. The technical
staff at DMLR are, almost without exception, geologists and hydrologists - i.e., people trained as
scientists. To demonstrate oonclusively to a sclentist that an observed phenomenon was caused by
subsidence would requlre a different level of proof, or perhaps a different kind of proof, than to con-
vince a judge or jury of a causal relationship between the observed effect and coal mine subsidence.
And, although oonsultant geologists used as expert witnesses are also scientists, they are reportedly
more comfortable in taking a detinite position on causatlon than are DMLR technical staff. Personal
communication, Gerald Gray, attorney, Clintwood, Wrginia. January 4, 1989.

**1 Westmoreland Coal Company, Big Stone Gap, Virginia.
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not pay the water blll after hookup.‘“ Consolidation Coal Co. and Pittston Coal Group, lnc.

(Clinchlield) have similar policies.‘*•

lt should be remembered, however, that liability for subsidence damage to water supplies ls

lntertwlned with the right of subjacent support. lf this right was walved when the mineral

rlghts were severed, it ls questionable whether such liability would be upheld in court.‘*'

As was stated earlier, the number of settlements for water replacement or compensation as

a result of longwall and other high-extraction mlning, and the dollar amounts involved, are

fully known only to the individual mlning companies. Gerald Gray, a Cllntwood, Virginia, at-

torney who has represented a number of surface owners in subsidence damage cases, stated

that in the eight water loss cases in which he has been involved (all were alleged to result

from subsidence caused by pillar retreat mlning), the settlements ranged from $5,000 to

$45,000. He stated that he knew of another 15~20 cases represented by other attorneys in the

area.‘°•

The types of water replacement measures accepted by some surface owners have included

installation and maintenance of cistern systems; drilling new wells and installing filters if

necessary; and connection to a public water supply system. There are three important points

to be made with respect to the water replacements offered by the coal companies. First,

spokespeople for surface owners question whether the measures described above constitute

1** General Assembly of Virginia. Report ol the Joint Subcommittee Studying the Effects of Longwall
Mining. Richmond, Wrginia, January 1989, p. 10. Island Creek has settled 55 percent of 300
subsidence damage olaims, but it ie not known what proportion of these involved water supplies.

W Ibid.

**7 In Virginia, courts normally require that the oontract severing the surface and mineral estates contain
either expliclt language or language clearly lmplying the intent to waive subjacent support ln order
to uphold waiver claims.

W Gray, G. Attorney, Cllntwood, Virginia. Personal communication, January 4, 1989.
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adequate replacement for dependable water supplies that were essentially free.“° Second,

these water replacement measures are made voluntarily by the coal companies and at their

discretion. Finally, voluntary water replacement by the coal companies may turn out to be a

short-term fix for a long-term problem, and, depending on the nature of the agreement

reached, may not be enforceable.

For their part, coal company executlves feel that they are not only doing more than they have

to, but that they are sometimes victimized by spurious claims. This sentiment has been ex-

pressed by others as well. Commenting on coal companies' liability in Kentucky, Smith and

Smith argue that legal requirements for proof of causation in cases of hydrologic damage,

which formerly favored the coal operators, now favor the surface owner. The situation is such

that "property owners can claim practically anything and have a reasonable chance of col-

Iecting a handsome amount of money."W

ln cases where there is disagreement between the surface owner and the coal operator as to

whether the mining operation caused damage to water supplies, the surface owner may file

a complaint with DMLR. DMLR will conduct an investigation, and may even find that the

damage complained of was the result of the mining operation. However, DMLR’s ability to

attribute damages definitely to mining operations are limited in many cases, in particular

where adequate premining hydrologic monitoring was not required. The effects of the long-

standing drought in the region make it particularly difficult to determine the cause of failure

of wells and springs.

Even lf DMLR does make a positive determination, it does not have statutory authority to order

the mining company to remediate or replace the water supply, or oompensate the surface

W Gray, G., ibid.; and McKinney, J., President, Dlckenson County Concerned Citizens, Clinchco, Virginia.
lntervlewed by Ted Clutter, VCCER, May 21, 1988. V

W Smith, S. R.; Smith, S. G. “Legal and technical ramifications of environmental data colIection.” ln:
Graves, D. H.; De Vore, R. W. (eds.) Proceedings, 1984 Symposium on Surface Mining, Hydrology,
Sedimentology, and Reclamation. Lexington: University of Kentucky, Ofüce of Engineering Services
(Bulletin UKY BU136), December 1984, pp. 109-111.
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owner, although a DMLR findlng would undoubtedly strengthen the surface owner's positlon

in bargalning with the mining company. In cases ln which the mining operator does not be-

lieve that it caused the damage, the surface owner has only two optlons: accept the damage

and do nothing, or file a claim against the mining company in court.

There are a number of reasons why surface owners might choose to accept damage rather

than take a mining company to court. The first, and most obvious, ls cost. Pursulng a court

claim against a mining company for water supply damage costs $1,500 to $10,000, according

to Gerald Gray.*“ Expenses include attorney’s fees as well as fees for consulting geologists

or hydrologists, if necessary. This might seem to be a reasonable investment, if the outcome

were certain; but it is not.

The economic situation in the coal counties has been described earlier in this report. There

are so many unemployed, disabled, and retired individuals living in the area on pensions,

social security, and unemployment benefits that a significant component of its economy has

been called a °'mailbox economy." The rural areas under which mining is frequently con-

ducted are not populated, on average, by well—informed people of means.

The ability and willingness ofa surface owner to challenge a mining company in court depend

not only on on financial means, but on information and attitude. Speaking of the problems of

seeking restitution for subsidence damages in Dickenson County, Judy McKinney, President

of Dickenson County Concerned Citizens (a citizens’ group organized In opposition to longwall

mining), offered the following characferlzation:

A lot of people don't know what to do. l mean it gets to the point that a lot of people get really
depressed. They don't know what to do. A lot of people don't understand the steps that they
have to go through. [Many] are old people, and they don't know what to do. The only thing
they've ever done is just worked real hard all their life and minded their own business. They
don't know who to turn to. They don't know all these different agencies. They don't even know
[the agencies] exist.W

W Gray, G. Attomey, Clintwood, Vlrginla. Personal communication, January 4, 1989.

W McKinney, J. Clinchco, Virginia. Interviewed by Ted Clutter, VCCER, May 21, 1988.
‘
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This iilustrates not only the lack of Information available to the rural people of the coalfields,

but hints at a kind of defeatist attitude noted by many In connection with this population. And

from the point of view of a surface owner, perhaps elderly and with little formal education, the

economic and political clout of the coal companies would seem to make the outcome of a

court battle a foregone conclusion.

Summary

The protection of water rights under the common law is limited by the very nature of the op-

eration of the common law. Its remedies are primarily alter the fact and are reached through

costly litigation whose outcome is inherently uncertain. Thus, the surface owner is forced to

make a substantial investment for an uncertain return, just to retain or be compensated for

what he already had. And, if some previous owner of the property sold the right to subjacent

support along with the mineral estate, there may be no protection of the water right whatso-

ever.
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Progress Made at DMLR

lt is only ln the past live years that Iongwall mining has operated on a large scale in Virginia,

so it ls perhaps understandable that DMLR has only recently begun to focus attention on its

potential for subsldence damage to the hydrologic balance. As indicated at various points in

this report, DMLR appears to have made substantial progress toward addressing deliciencies

ln the regulations applying to full-extraction underground mines, and in their implementation.

At the same time, it should be recalled that, as described in Section 4, there have been two

changes in the regulations at the federal and state levels that reduce DMLR's authority and

ability to protect the hydrologic balance. One was the decision at the federal level not to re-

quire underground coal mine operators to replace water supplies.“* The other was the deci-

sion to remove the protection afforded perennial streams under the subsldence control
l

regulations (ln essence, mining was not permitted under perennial streams) by applying to

them only the standards for protection of the hydrolo ic balance (mlnlmization of disturbance,

which, as noted, does not imply any particular level of protection).

1** In Re: Permanent Surface Mlnlng Regulation Litigation. 19 BNA Environment Reporter, Cases, 1477,
1495, May 16, 1980.
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Nevertheless, progress has occurred ln other important areas. As was noted earlier, prior to

February 15, 1987, the PHC determination submitted to DMLR as part of a mine permit appli-

cation only needed to cover the permit area. The permit area in the case of underground

mines is generally the area in which the direct surface impacts of the mine operation are

contained, with the exception of subsldence impacts. The permit area would include staging

areas, the mine entrance, roads, and coal processing buildings. In most cases, the surface

area subject to subsldence impacts is outside the permit area. However, ln February 1987,

DMLR changed its permitting requirements. Sec. 480-03-19.784.22, which lists the require-

ments for geologlc information to be included in permit applications, was changed as follows:

Each application shall include geologic information in sufficient detail to assist in (1) determining
the probable hydrologic consequences of the operation upon the quality and quantity of surface
and ground water in the permit and adjacent areas, including the extent to which surface- and
ground~water monitoring is necessary [emphasis added]

The language of Sec. 480-03-19.784.14, which sets out the hydrologic information required as

part of the permit application, was Iikewise modified to include both the permit and adjacent

areas. The adjacent areas include, at a minimum, all subsldence impact areas, calculated

by using a 28 degree angle of draw.

These changes, which were made in order to make Virginia’s regulations as effective as those

of the federal Office of Surface Mining Enforcement and Regulation, allow DMLR to require

mining companies to provide data for areas outside the permit area that may be alfected by

subsidence.*“ Since the lack of monitoring data has been an important constraint on pro-

tection of the hydrologic balance, this change is highly significant and should enhance DMLR's

ability to predlct and respond to subsldence impacts on water resources.

In accordance with its increased regulatory authority to require monitoring outside the permit

area, DMLR's hydrologic monitoring requirements for high extraction mines have become

1** Haynes, L DMLR Technical Services Division, Big Stone Gap, Wrginia. Personal communications,
August 22, 1988, and February 6, 1989.
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more extensive. DMLR is not only requiring hydrologic monitoring over subsidence impact

areas for new permit applications but for signiticant revisions of existing permits as well.

Additlonally, since most existing permits are for five years, and most were approved under

VCSMCRA in the early- to mid-1980s, the post-1987 monitoring requirements will be applied

to the permits now or soon being reviewed for renewal.“‘

A hydrologic study being conducted by island Creek Coal Co. demonstrates DMLR’s wiIlihg·

hess to use its enhanced authority to require more complete and adequate data on hydrologic

lmpacts of Iongwall mining. As part of a permit revision agreement, DMLR and Island Creek

cooperatively designed the study, and Island Creek has been implementing it. Island Creek

operates several Iongwall mining operations ln the Pocahontas coal seam in Buchanan

County. The seam is deep: 1200 to 1500 feet below drainage (l.e., below the valley floors) in

some places, with up to 2400 feet of overburden. The study involves monitoring of static water

levels in three test wells placed in strategic locations over a Iongwall panel in the VP-6 mine

in Buchanan County. Water quality samples are also being taken, and water levels in nearby

domestic wells are being monitored. Subsidence and seismic monitoring will provide data to

be correlated with hydrologic data. Mining of the panel was completed in August 1988, and

hydrologic monitoring, which began before mining of the panel, continues. A final report, due

in June 1989, should provide some much·needed information on the specific hydrologic effects

of Iongwall mining in Virginia.

The February 1987 changes to the regulatlons also allowed DMLR to begin an instream mon-

itoring program. Under this program, minlng companies are required oontinuously to monitor

both streamflow and water quality upstream and downstream of the permit and adjacent

areas, including, in some cases, subsidence Impact areas. Monitoring, which prior to the

W Haynes, L, Ibld.
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regulatorychanges was only required for 6 months prior to mlnlng to establish a basellne, ls

now required both before and during active mining.‘1*

Recognizing the need for a more complete information base for its regulatory program, DMLR

has undertaken a comprehensive research and information management effort. A cooperative

project involving DMME and two of its divisions, DMLR and the Department of Mineral Re-

sources; the Powell River Project; selected coal companies; the U.S. OSMRE; and the U.S.

Geological Survey was undertaken to characterize and evaluate the groundwater system of

the coallields of southwest Virginia, establish geologic and hydrologic databases for the

coallields, and produce geologic maps of the area. The hydrologic study was described ln

Section 3 of this report.*1' This system will contain information on static water levels,

stratigraphy, rock types (including acidilication potential), and some water quality parameters

at hundreds of geologic data points throughout the coallields. Based on a mlnicomputer at

DMME's Big Stone Gap oflices, the system will comprise a geologic database compatible with

the USGS National Coal Resources Data System, and a custom-designed water resources

database. Outputs include reports, maps, fence diagrams, and three·dimensional perspective

maps.*1* The system should provide DMME and its divisions (DMLR, DMR), as well as coal

companies with a much improved information base for planning and permitting of mlnlng op-

erations, reclamation, and mitigation.

Another perspective on DMLR’s progress can be found in the annual overslght reports on

Virginia’s regulatory program compiled by the U.S. Office of Surface Mining Reclamatlon and

Enforcement (OSM). In its tiscal year 1985 report, OSM notes that in the previous review pe·

riod (FY 1984), deticlencies were found ln subsidence control plans approved by DMLR. Ac-

*1* Haynes, L DMLR Technical Services Division, Big Stone Gap, Wrginia. Personal communication,
February 6, 1989.

*17 See note 33, supra.

*1* Spangler, C. T., lll, Chlef Engineer, DMLR, Big Stone Gap, Virginia. Personal communication, February
16, 1989; and Technical Data Management System for Mining and Mineral Resource Information. Big
Stone Gap: Virginia DMME, 1988 (brochure).
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cording to OSM, "subsidence survey summaries and proposed monitoring plans for surface

structures and features did not specify how the degree of damage was to be determlned.'°°‘•

By 1985, DMLR agreed to require more complete information on subsldence surveys, and to

include the surveys in the permit. OSM in its FY 1985 report noted "slgniflcant

improvement" in subsldence control plans compared to FY 1984.

It was also noted in the FY 1985 report that in 1984, the data used to prepare cumulative

hydrologlc Impact assessments (CHlAs) were inadequate, and that DMLR's groundwater

monitoring requirements were deficlent.‘*° This problem, according to OSM, was corrected

the following year. The groundwater monitoring problem that OSM noted concerned DMLR's

narrow interpretation of “permit area" in connection with hydrologlc monitoring. DMLR, ac-

cording to OSM, was considering only the impacts of surface disturbances of underground

mines on ground water quality and quantity, resulting in permitting “in a manner which does

not lnsure protection of the hydrologlc balance outside the permit area."1*1 OSM notes that

Federal regulations require that ground water monitoring be performed to protect those waters
within the permit and adjacent areas which may be adversely impacted. The definition of "ad·
jacent area" at 30 CFR 701.5 includes the “area outside the permit area where a resource of
resources are or reasonably oould be expected to be adversely impacted by proposed mining
operations, including probable impacts from underground workings," a definition which the pre-
amble states was designed to specifically include the probable impacts from underground
workings.1**

In response to OSM's concern, DMLR agreed to make all changes necessary to make its

regulatlon on hydrology as effective as the federal rule. OSM was also concerned about

DMLR's waiver of groundwater monitoring in certain cases, and again, DMLR agreed to make

the necessary regulatory changes to respond to this criticism.

1** Annual Report, Virginia Permanent Program, for the Period May 1, 1984 to April 30, 1985. Big Stone
Gap: Office of Surface Mining, November 1985, p. 18.

1** It should be noted that DMLR disagreed with this assessment.

1*1 Annual Report, Virginia Permanent Program, for the Period May 1, 1984 to April 30, 1985. Big Stone
Gap: Office of Surface Mining, November 1985, p. 18.

1¤ lbld.
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However, ln its FY 1986 evaluation, OSM again expressed concern over DMLR's permitting

of underground mines, specilically with respect to subsidence and hydrology lnformatlon.

While the subsidence surveys in the permits had improved with respect to surface structures,

renewable resource lands were not fully addressed in any of the permits to the extent that this
term includes aquifers and aquifer recharge zcnes in areas overlying underground workings.
Detailed information on geology and hydrology was absent in six permits. The remaining four
permits contained technically inadequate information or presented unsubstantiated statements
that mining would not appreciably impact the hydrologic regimes.1*1

The report notes that DMLR had developed official policy and procedural modiflcations to ad-

dress these concerns during the evaluation period, and that they were under review by

OSMRE.

The FY 1987 evaluation report states that DMLR had resolved the deficiencles in its

subsidence control plan requirements with respect to technically adequate information and

consideration of aquifers and aquifer recharge areas as renewable resource Iands. The FY

1988 evaluation report, examining permit applications approved after the effective date (No-

vember 25, 1986) of the regulatory amendment addressing this problem, concluded that

"aquifers and aquifer recharge areas are discussed in sufficient detail to justify the absence

of, or need for, a subsidence control plan."1“ Through a program amendment, the problem

noted in the FY 1985 report with respect to inappropriate or unjustified waivers of groundwater

monitoring was also resolved.

lt is worth noting that, ln the last four tiscal years, OSMRE has found DMLR's Inspection and

enforcement program to be satisfactory in most areas. In the FY 1988 report, for example,

OSMRE makes the following statement: "DMLR made 100 percent of all mandated in-

1*1 Flscal Year 1986 Annual Evaluation Report for the Regulatory and Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation
Program Under the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 in the State of Virginla for
the Period May 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986. Big Stone Gap: U.S. Ofüce of Surface Mining Reclamation
and Enforcement, February 1987, p. 10.

1“
Regulatory and Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation Programs Under the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977 ln the State of Vlrginla. Fiscal Year 1988 Annual Evaluation Report for die
Period July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988. Big Stone Gap: U.S. Ofüce of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement, December 1988, p. 19.
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spections. Inspections were adequately documented and complete inspections appeared to

cover all applicable performance standards. Enforcement actions and follow-up actions were

appropriate, effective, and timely."W OSMRE found that DMLR’s record for citing violations

had improved In FY 1988.

Summary

DMLR has made significant progress toward addressing those constralnts on its ability to

protect the hydrologlc balance over which it has some control. One of the constralnts identi-

fled earller in this report was the lack of data, which stemmed in part from DMLR’s failure to

require adequate data from permit applicants. DMLR has recognized the need for more

complete data, and has learned to scrutinize PHC determinations more carefully. lt has

changed its regulations in order to require monitoring in subsidence areas. Furthermore, the

agency has been building what one attorney ln the Environmental Law Institute has called an

“enviable" information base for regulatory decisionmaking.W

A knowledge of what is actually happening in the field is an absolute precondition to any at-

tempts to control the environmental effects of coal minlng, so DMLR’s recognition of the in-

adequacy of its knowledge base and efforts to remedy the situation are laudatory. It must be

ooncluded that the agency has come to reoognlze the dlsruptive potential of longwall minlng

and is taking its task - protection of the environment from the effects of coal minlng — seri-

ously. Nevertheless. it must be recalled that there remain constralnts on the agency’s ability

W Ibid., p. 3.
V

W J. Attomey, Environmental Law Institute, Washington, D.C. Personal communication, March
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to do so that are beyond its control, and so the protection of water resources by the agency

is not assured.
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Progress and Problems in Four States

One of the goals of the Surface Mine Control and Reclamation Act, and the Office of Surface

Mining program implementing it, has been to achieve a degree of uniformity among the states

in the regulation of the effects of coal mining, so that individual states could not gain a com-

petitive advantage through Iax environmental standards. In order to receive authority from

OSM to implement their own programs under the Surface Mine Control and Reclamation Act

of 1977, states have had to enact laws and promulgate regulations that are as effective as

OSM's. While the states' programs are now more alike than before SMCRA, differences result

from differing laws, regulations, court decisions, interpretations of property rights, and imple·

mentation by the regulating state agency. Moreover, in none of the states surveyed has the

body of laws and regulations stabilized; regulation of surface and underground coal mining

continues to evolve in each.‘*7

In the following sections, the regulations under SMCRA in the states examined are described

as they apply to subsldence and the protection of the hydrologic balance. This is not intended

to be an exhaustlve survey of all coal-mining states. The states included were chosen either

1*7 Thls is not surprising, considerlng that the federsl regulations under SMCRA are still ln a state of flux
more than a decade after the law was signed.
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because, as ln the case of Kentucky and West Virginia, the geology of their coal-minlng re-

gions ls similar to that of Virginla's; or because their regulatory schemes are noteworthy. Nor

is an indepth examination of each state possible within the scope of this thesis; rather, this

section will highlight some of the sallent features of each of the four states' coal mining reg-

ulatory programs and related actlvltles.

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania ls a state with a long history of both coal mining and coal mine subsidence

problems. ln 1913, Pennsylvania passed a law limiting coal mining beneath streets and

highways, and later expanded this law to provide protection from subsidence to public facili-

ties and dwellings. This law was declared unconstitutional in Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon,

a Iandmark Supreme Court decision on the taking issue.1* However, the constitutionality of

Pennsylvania’s current coal mining subsidence control program was recently upheld by the

U.S. Supreme Court, in Keystone Bituminous Coal Association, et al., v. Nicholas Deßenedictis,

et al.1* Pennsylvania’s program retlects the state's long acqualntance with subsidence dam-

age to both structures and the land. lt goes farlher than the federal primacy requirements in

protection of both surface owners and water resources.

Pennsylvania’s regulatory program for the environmental effects of coal mining are authorized

under the Coal Refuse Dlsposal Control Act,1'° the Surface Mining Conservation and Recla-

1* 260 U.S. 393 (1922)

1* 107 S.Ct. 1232 (1987)
1•¤

52 P.s. sec. 30.51-30.66
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mation Act,'°‘ the Bitumlnous Mine Subsidence and Land Conservation
Act,‘•*

and the Clean

Streams Law.‘” Under the revised federal primacy subsidence control program that came into

effect on July 1, 1983, surface structures are no longer included in the definition of surface

Iands and so are not protected at the federal level by the requirement that operators protect

surface Iands from subsldence damage. However, the state's Bitumlnous Mine Subsidence

and Land Conservation Act establishes the operator’s duty to “remedy damage to

structures" of surface owners. The regulations effective March 30, 1985, In the section on

performance standards, state that mining shall be conducted in such a way as to prevent

subsidence damage to, among other things, dwellings “in place on April 27, 1966"‘“ The

prohibitlon of subsidence damage to structures may be waived by the current owner. Coal

operators must, within 10 days of being advised of a claim of subsidence damage to a struc-

ture or surface feature, provide the Department of Environmental Resources (DER) with perti-

nent information. Settlement of claims must be made within 6 months or an amount

determined by the DER to be equal the reasonable cost of remedying the damage must be

deposited with the DER, to be held in escrow until the operator submits evidence that the

claim has been settled.

For the purposes of subsldence control, streams and springs that flow oontlnuously during all

of the calendar year as a result of groundwater discharge or surface runoff are defined as

perennial streams. Section 89.143(b.1.iv.) states that underground mining activities “shalI be

planned and conducted in a manner which prevents subsldence damage to ...Aquifers, per-

ennlal streams, and bodies of water which serve as a slgnificant source for a public water

supply system." The regulations Implementing the Federal primacy program, just quoted, do

not requlre the protection of perennlal streams that do not serve as a publlc water supply.

1•*
52 P.S. Sec. 1396.1-1396.25

*¤ 52 P.S. Sec. 1406.1-1406.21

1** 35 P.S. Sec. 691.1 et seq.
t••

sect. 89.143 b.1.II
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However, protection of such streams was adopted under a separate state law. Under the

performance standard an operator is required to malntain the premining uses of the stream,

including aquatic Iffe support, water supply and recreational uses. The operator determines

the necessity for and the appropriate measures to be taken to prevent subisdence damage to

the stream. lf the stream ls damaged by subsldence then the operator is required to restore

the stream to its premining condition. lf the measures taken to protect the stream are inef-

fective, the operator must submit revised plans or other data to demonstrate that future mining

activities will meet the performance standard.‘**

The U.S. Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSMRE) made the following

statement in its annual report for fiscal year 1986:

Combined efforts of DER and OSMRE during 1986 have resulted in the modification of the
bituminous surface mine permit application to solicit an adequate Probable Hydrologic Conse-
quence (PHC) determination. ln turn, the PHC provides supportive information for the proper
implementation of an administratively complete and technically proficient Cumulative Hydrologic
Impact Assessment (CHIA) process. Based upon the CHIA process, DER will be able to conduct
an evaluation of a proposed mining operation in concert with existing and anticipated mining
operations to assure the hydrologic balance of the entire area is properly protected.1**

Pennsylvania has experienced instances of hydrologic damage resulting from longwall mine

subsidence. Pumping and treating water flowing into a longwall mine resulted in an interbasin

diversion and consequent periodic dewatering of a trout stream. High extraction mining

subsldence has resulted in dewatering or suspected dewatering of streams in Cambria,

Indiana, Washington, and Greene Counties, and individual water wells have also been af-

fected.1*'

1** Pennsylvania Bulletin, 15(13):1172, March 30, 1985

1** U.S. Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement. OSMRE Annual Report, 1986.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the lnterlor, 1986, p. 66.

1*7 Arway, J. A. Division of Fisheries Environmental Services, Pennsylvania Fish Commission, State
College, Pennsylvania. Personal communication, January 9, 1989.
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The Division of Fisheries Environmental Services identified some problems ln the state’s reg-

ulatory programß" The regulations concerning permit application requirements with respect

to subsidence control contain a definition of perennial stream that Is different from that con-

tained ln the general definltions section. The definition in the latter section (Sec. 89.5) identi-

fies a perennial stream as
“a

body of water flowing in a channel or bed composed prlmarlly

of substrates associated with flowlng waters and ...capable ...of supporting a benthic

macroinvertebrate community..." ln the subsidence control application section, by oontrast,

the definition ls more restrictive:
“a

stream or part of a stream that flows continuously

throughout the calendar year as a result of ground-water discharge or surface runofT.""° Ac-

cording to the Division, this definition change results in a lower degree of protection for some

streams that support aquatic life but do not necessarily flow every day of the year.

Moreover, according to the Division, although mining ls to be conducted in such a way as to

protect from subsidence damage perennial streams which are not significant sources of public

water supply, "the prediction of subsidence damage [for such streams] may be more of an

art than a science. Usually damage must occur prior to DER intervention and then it is a long

drawn out process to deünitively prove damage.""° And even with the regulations protecting

perennial streams, it ls still possible that perennial streams not undermined may be dewa-

tered into intermittent streams because of subsidence-induced water table reductions or di-

versions from nonperennial streams in headwater zones.

As in Virginia, the regulatory agency in Pennsylvania cannot require replacement of

subsidence-damaged water supplies to individual surface property owners. Most water

damage cases are resolved outside the regulatory system, and the larger coal companies

maintain voluntary water replacement policies. And again, as ls the case in Virginia, the lack

W Arway, J. A. Summary, Presentation to the Deep Mine Mediation Committee. July 1, 1987. State
College: Pennsylvnia Fish Commission.

1** Sec. 89.‘l41(b)2
*7•

Ibid., p. 2.
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of data available to the regulatory agency makes it difficult to determine the cause of well

dewatering. Groundwater monitoring has been Iargely limited to determinlng the effects of the

surface facilities for underground mines because of a restrictive regulatory interpretation

similar to the one that Virginia recently abandonedßl

Kentucky

\ In 1985, Kentucky’s coal production accounted for over 17 percent of all coal produced in the

U.S. Underground mines alone produced 81.2 million tons. Despite the size of the coal mining

industry in Kentucky, there are only a few longwall operations, according to an official at the

Department for Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement of the Natural Resources and

Environmental Protection Cabinet./

In 1986, the National Wildlife Federation filed a suit against the regulatory agency, the De-

partment for Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement of the Natural Resources and En-

vironmental Protection Cabinet. The allegations contained in the suit included failure to cite

all violations, failure to take alternative enforcement action, and failure to provide information

on pre·mining rate of recharge of ground water."*

The 1987 report by OSMRE on Kentucky’s program mentions that "there are several complex

Issues dealing with hydrology relating to underground mining which have not been addressed

sufficiently by Kentucky.""* Perhaps most revealing of the state of Kentucky’s regulation of

*7* Kernlg, J. Pennsylvania Bureau of Mlnlng and Reclamation. Personal communication, August 1988.

*7* U.S. Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement. Fifth Annual Report: Kentucky Perma-
A

nent Program. Lexington: U.S. Department of the Interior, August 1987, p. 8.

*7* lbid., p. 6.
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the environmental lmpacts ol subsidence ls the following statement from the OSMRE 1987

report:

Subsidence above underground works is another complex technical issue which needs to be
addressed. Large crevices, some as broad as eight feet, have been noted, and on occasion made
public roads impassable and dangerous. Kentucky needs to recognize this as a serious problem
and begin to deal with it as a mining impact which must be addressed through proper planning
and correctlon by the operator.17*

While the preceding quote suggests that Kentucky’s implementation of its regulations may

have been inadequate, at least in 1987, the regulations themselves are similar to those of

other states. Kentucky’s subsidence control regulations essentially parallel the federal regu-

lations, except that mine operators are liable for subsidence damage to structures.

Subsidence control must be addressed in the mining and reclamation plan to be submitted

as part of a permit application for underground mining. Existlng structures and the anticipated

effects of subsidence on them must be addressed. The operator has several options to "mit·

igate the effects of any material damage or diminution of value or foreseeable use of lands"

that may occur as a result of subsidencezm 1) "Restoration or rehabilitation of structures and

features ...to premining condition"; 2) replacement of stmctures destroyed by subsidence; 3)

purchase of structures prior to mining and restoration of land alter subsidence; or 4) purchase

of noncancellable insurance policies payable to the surface owner in the full amount of the

possible material damage or other comparable measures.

The section on performance standards for subsidence control (KAR 18:210, Sect. 3) states that

each permittee 'who conducts underground mining which results in subsidence that causes

material damage or reduces the value or reasonably foreseeable use of the surface Iands

shall, with respect to each surface area affected by subsidence," either restore each damaged

"structure, feature, or value," purchase lt, or compensate the owner as described above.

17* Ibld., p. 7. .

W 405 KAR 8:040, Sect. 26
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Kentucky's regulatlons, like the federal regulatlons, require a determination of the probable

hydrologic consequences (PHC) of mining operations. For ground water systems, the PHC

must include lmpacts on water quantity, "emphaslzlng water levels and the potential for water

supply diminution for existing users, and dewatering of aquifers which are not currently being

used for water supply but have the potential to be developed as a water supply source";"• and

water quality. Submission of baseline data to support the Cabinet’s determination of cumu-

Iative hydrologic impacts ls required.

The section on hydrology in the performance standards for underground mining is couched in

relatively general terms similar to those found in the federal regulations. Underground mining

is to be conducted to “minimize disturbance ofthe hydrologic balance in both the permit area

and adjacent areas," in order to prevent "material damage” to the hydrologic balance outside

the permit area, and support the approved postmining land uses.‘” Changes in water quality

and quantity "shall be minimized." Most of the language on hydrologic effects is geared to-

ward those expected to result from surface operations.

Under the section on subsidence control in the performance standards (405 KAR 18:210),

mining beneath or adjacent to perennial streams is prohibited unless the Cabinet finds that

subsidence will not cause “material damage." lf it does, "measures will be taken” to the ex·

tent technologically and economically feasible, to correct the damage and prevent additional

subsidence from occurring. Underground mining is also prohibited beneath any aquifer that

serves as a signiflcant source of water supply to any public water system. According to

DSMRE geologist Tim Sullivan, coal operators are required to ldentlfy an alternate water

supply if damage to an existing one is antlcipated."' However, as with the federal regulatlons,

Kentucky's regulatlons do not require replacement of private water supplies.

"'
405 KAR 8:040, Sect. 32

177 405 KAR 18:060, Sect. 1

*7* Sullivan, T. Kentucky Department of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, Frankfort. Per-
sonal communlcation, August 18, 1988.
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Ohio

Although Ohio has relatlvely few longwalls (live in 1986), there has been conslderable activity

relating to the regulation of their effects. This is attributable, at least in part, to two factors.

One ls that the economic contribution of coal mining, statewide and even in the coal minlng

regions of the state, does not loom as large as it does ln the coaltields of Virginia. The land

being undermlned ls productlve agricultural land, typically used for dairy farm operations.

Surface subsidence and, especially, hydrologic impacts can have serious economic conse-

quences on such operations. Second, while Ohio was in the process of rulemaklng under their

then-new primacy program, a number of unexpected and well-publicized adverse impacts of

subsidence over Iongwall mines created a negative image that has stayed with Iongwall min-

ing in Ohio. The state’s caution ln dealing with these impacts, attributable in part to a lack

of clear authority under the state’s regulations, helped galvanize local opposition. A group

called Citizens Organized Against Longwalling (COAL) formed and has had a significant in-

fluence on the development of regulations dealing with subsidence in Ohio. The organiza-

tion’s success has encouraged the formation of local groups in other parts of the state affected

by longwall subsidence; there ls now "essentialIy a group for each Iongwall mine in the

state."*'*

Underground coal minlng ls regulated in Ohio under Chapter 1513 of the Ohio Revised Code

(O.R.C. 1513). Chapter 1513 predated SMCRA, and was amended in 1978 to extend regulation

to the surface effects of underground coal minlng. The state’s regulatory program ls admin-

lstered by the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Division of Reclamation. While

SMCRA, per the Flannery rulings, does not require replacement of water supplies affected by

underground minlng, Ohio law (O.R.C. 1513) does. Repair of perennlal stream reaches dam-

*7* Payne, H., Ohlo Division of Reclamation, Athens, Ohio. Personal communication, October 6, 1988.
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aged by mlne subsidence ls lncluded ln subsidence control plans; however, Rothwell and

Payne note that "the actual feasibility of such repairs remains to be tested."‘*°

The state has recently (January, 1989) put new policles into effect with respect to structural

damage resulting from subsidence. The Governor of Ohio, by executive order, gave the reg-

ulatory agency the power to require repair of such damage. This policy, which under the

executive order will remain ln effect for 90 days, may be made permanent by the Ohio legis·

Iators, who are considering a bill almed at longwall mining.1*1 Under the current rules, minlng

companies using longwall technology must undertake detailed presubsidence surveys, in-

cluding photographic evidence, to establish a baseline against which DNR can judge the ex-

tent and cause of structural damage. ln order to receive, revise, or renew a permit, coal

operators must commit themselves to either repair or compensate surface owners for

subsidence damage regardless of whether the right to subside was deeded to the coal oper-

ator.1**

lnsuflicient data for assessing potential hydrologic lmpacts of longwall mining has been a

continulng problem for the regulatory agency. This problem has been addressed through

changes in the regulations and through sponsored research. DNR now requires, for new

mines or signiticant extensions in existing mines, a year of premining well monitoring (static

water levels and water quality) as well as data correlating well data and the progress of the

longwall face.*•= DNR is considering requiring pump tests (although there is some disagree-

ment among the agency’s hydrologlsts about the value of such tests, given their expense) and

1** Rothwell, R. J.; Payne, H. J. "LongwalI coal minlng under SMCRA 1977. The Ohio experienoe." In:

Engineering, August 1986, pp. 9·12.

1*1 Dieringer, T. Chief, Ohio Division of Reclamation. Presentation at An Industry Under Seige: Some
Facts About Subsidence. Charleston, West Virginia, April 5-6, 1989, sponsored by the American
Mining Congress and the West Wrginia Coal Association.

1** Payne, H., Ohio Division of Reclamation, Athens, Ohio. Personal communication, October 6, 1988; and
Coal Outlook 13(5):4, February 6, 1989.

1** Payne, H., ibid.
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aqulfer modeling from mlnlng companies uslng Iongwalls. The companles’ position has been

that the aquifers in question cannot be adequateiy modeled.W

Two studies of hydrologic effects of longwall mining ln Ohio have been conducted. ln 1984,

Coe and Stowe examined effects of longwall mining on well levels and spring and stream flow

rates in eastern Ohio."° In this study, dug and drilled wells, ponds, developed springs, and

a stream were monitored over two different longwall mines. ln one case, “nearIy all water

sources were affected as the result of surface fracturlng of a shallow sandstone aqulfer, which

effectlvely dralned the aqulfer."W In the second case, several wells were partially or com-

pletely dewatered, one of three ponds showed water level decline, and a stream was affected

by fracturing so that its flow was sporadic after mlning. The hydrologic disturbance in the

second case was described as less severe than in the first due to a higher proportion of plastic

shales and claystones in the overburden. More recently, the USGS studied the cumulative

impacts of longwall mine subsidence on streamflow, water quality, and benthic populations;

however, a severe drought in 1988 rendered the study inconcluslve so far.‘”

West Virginia ·

\West Virginia, which accounted for nearly one third of the nation's underground coal pro-

duction ln 1985, has more active longwall mines in operation (about 30) than any other state/

W Payne, H., Ibld. Mr. Payne notes that the companies seem to share a concern that the more data they
supply, the more Ilkely lt ls that It will be used against them.

‘

W Coe, C. J.; Stowe, S. M. “Evaluatlng the impact of longwall coal mining on the hydrologic balance."
ln: Graves, D. H.; DeVore, R. W. (eds.) Proceedings, 1984 Symposium on Surface Mining, Hydrology,
Sedlmentology, and Reclamation, Lexington, Kentucky. Lexington: University of Kentucky, Office of
Engineering Services (Bulletin UKY BU136), December 1984, pp. 395-403.

W Ibid., p.402.

**7 Swisshelm, R., USGS, Columbus, Ohio. Personal communication, January 6, 1989.
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Following the passage of the West Virginia Surface Coal Mining and Reclamatlon Act ln 1981,

West Virginia was granted primacy in implementing SMCRA. The state's Department of Na-

tural Resources (DNR) originally was given authority for implementing the regulations, but in

1985 the West Virginia Energy Act created the Department of Energy, which took over regu-

Iation of the coal industry, including subsidence regulation.

The implementation of subsidence control regulations in West Virginia did not proceed

smoothly. The DNR, in implementing the first set of subsidence control regulations, attempted

to apply them only prospectively, with existing underground mining operations (as of July 15,

1983) “grandfathered” in. A subsequent court decision found that this was invalid, and in 1985

DNR ordered all underground mining operations to submit subsidence control plans. lf a

preliminary survey indicates that no material damage or dlminution ln value or foreseeable

use of the land will result from subsidence, the subsidence control plan requirement may be

waived. And, since many West Virginia mines are located in sparsely populated mountainous

areas, they qualify for subsidence control plan waivers.‘•'

During the permit application review process, the subsidence control plan undergoes a two-

level review. High extraction mine operators (greater than 80 percent) must submit data over

and above that required for lower extraction mines, to include: maps of subsidence areas;

predicted subsidence profile; measures to prevent material damage to land and structures

(unless operator has the right to subside); and a description of the effects of planned

subsidence.

ln cases where a coal operator can demonstrate ln the subsidence control plan submitted

during the application process that a legal "rlght to subslde" exists, the operator does not

have to detall measures taken to prevent subsidence damage to structures, and does not have

l" Meador, S. "Regulation of surface subsidence in West Virginla.” ln: Peng, S. S. (ed.) Proceedings,
2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence Due to Underground Mining, Morgantovvn, West Virginia, June
9-11, 1986. Morgantown: West Virginia University, Dept. of Mining Engineering, August 1986, pp. 6-8.
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to remedy damage to structures caused by mining operations. This absolute "rlght to

subslde" has recently been the subject of Iitigation, but according to Mark Scott, head of Ad-

mlnistration and Enforcement ln the DoE, ln the case of leases that glve the operator the right

to subslde there is no legal recourse for damaged property owners. A mine subsldence in-

surance program makes protection for structures available in West Virginia. For cases where

this right does not exist, the DoE provides the following guidance for its regulatory personnel:

Dwelllngs without the right to subslde become extremely sensitive issues to handle. The only
acceptable mitigative measure appears to be leaving coal to prevent material damage, unless
the company and the resident has worked out some mutually acceptable remedial measure.‘**

Although aquifer mapping was required for the subsldence control plans, currently only nar-

rative descriptions of "signilicant" aquifers are required. Subsidence control plans are re-

quired to identity alternative water supplies for individual landowners whose wells and springs

are likely to be damaged by underground mining. Provision of alternate water supplies is

required ln West Virginla.‘*° Cases in which there is disagreement between the landowner

and the coal operator as to whether the mining operation caused the water loss are decided

by the regulatory agency."‘ As in most states (following the federal regulations), the terms,

“significant aquifer" and "hydro|ogic balance" are not clearly defined for purposes of regu-

lation.

West Virginia, in Its guidellnes for subsidence control plans, takes a position that seems to

grant a presumptlon of no damage to coal operators. First, the Department says that "if the „

1** West Wrglnia Department of Energy. Permitting Handbook. Subsidence Control Plan, Guidelines for
lnterpretlve Rules. Charleston: West Wrginia Department of Energy, 1987, p.2.

1* Scott, M., Deputy Director for Administration and Enforcement, Department of Energy, Charleston, .
West Wrginla. Personal communication, August 26, 1988.

"'
Boyles, D. U.S. Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, Charleston, West Virginia.
Personal communication, February 24, 1989.
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overburden Is more than 250-300 feet and is at least 60 times the seam thickness, material

damage to streams is unIil<ely."1'* lt takes a similar position with respect to aquifers:

The effects of subsidence on aquifers are very much site specific based on stratigraphy or
lithology. When the ground subsides due to mining, depending on the nature of the overburden,
there is a fracture zone, extending above the mlned seam, about 35-60 times the seam thickness.
lf the aqulfer and the well bottom are above this zone, and there is a well developed shale bed
below the aqulfer, the chances of material damage are minimal. Even if there is a temporary loss
during mining, the shale bed trles to seal itself after mining, forming an aquiclude, and the aquifer
returned more or less to the original Ievel.1**

The state ls requiring lncreasingly detailed premlning hydrologlc data.1*• Mining companies

have shown a willingness to implement monitoring, since good monitoring data can provide

them with protection against spurious water claims. The DoE has had problems managing the

data they recelve, however, and there are concerns over the quality of the monitoring data.

The agency has contracted with West Virginia University for data validation and management

assistance.1**

The summary of West Virginia's mlning regulatory program in OSMRE's 1986 Annual Report

noted that "the State has made only minimal progress in Implementing the hydrologic pro-

tection provisions of SMCRA. Cumulative Hydrologic Impact Assessments (CHIAs) are not

being prepared by DOE and problems continue to exist in the adequacy of statements of

probable hydrologic consequences (PHCs) and In the use of inadequate baseline hydrologic

data."1°* A CHIA process has since been implemented in West Virginia, according to Dennis

Boyles of the OSMRE field office In Charleston.1*7 Each of the DoE’s seven field oliices now

has a CHIA leader, and all permits have undergone a CHIA. The CHlAs are not based on

1** West Virginia Department of Energy. Permittlng Handbook. Subsidence Control Plan, Guidelines for
lnterpretive Rules. Charleston: West Virginia Department of Energy, 1987, p.2.

1** West Wrginla Department of Energy. Permitting Handbook. Subsidence Convol Plan, Guidelines for
Interpretive Rules. Charleston: West Wrginia Department of Energy, 1987, p.3.

1*1 Scott, M., ibid.

1** Boyles, D., ibid.

1** Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement. OSMRE Annual Report 1986. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, p. 79.

1*7 Personal communication, February 23, 1989. _
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hydrologic modeling, but rather professional iudgement of the regulatory personnel. OSMRE

still has some concerns about the quality of the CHlAs being produced by the agency, how-

even

West Vlrglnla's program recently has been critlclzed by others as well. A coalitlon of envi-

ronmental organlzations has recently tiled suit against the Department of Energy for failing to

properly lmplement SMCRA."• A source within the West Virginla Department of Natural Re-

sources descrlbed the environmental lmpacts of coal minlng ln the state as worse than they

were before SMCRA;‘°• and an environmental attorney famlliar with coal mine regulatlon

claims that West Virginia's lax enforcement of its regulations ls giving the state a competitive

advantage of about three dollars per ton over Kentucky coal.*°°

Summary

ln a recent presentation on activities related to longwall mining subsidence in different states,

in particular activities perceived by the mining industry as threats to longwall mining, Gerald

McPhee of lsland Creek Coal Co. ldentilied two recurring themes: concern over subsidence

damage to structures, and concern over effects on water resources.*°‘ In all but a few of the

states in which longwall mining is practiced, subsidence has received political recognition as

a problem. ln several states, citizens' groups opposing the practice have attempted to influ-

‘*•
Galloway, T. Attomey, Galloway and Greenberg, Washington, D.C. Personal communication, Febru-
ary 7, 1989.

1** Jernejcic, F., Department of Natural Resources, Charleston, West Virginia. Personal communication,
February 6, 1989. _

M Galloway, T., Id.
7

**1 McPhee, G. “State Leglslatlve lnltlatives." Presented at An Industry Under Selge: Some Facts About
Subsidence. American Mining Congress and West Virginia Coal Association, Charleston, West
Wrginia, April 5-6, 1989.
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ence governmental policy. And on the national level, a battle ls taking shape over the appll-

cation of certain provisions of SMCRA to subsidence effects of underground mining.

The four states revlewed in this section have responded in different ways to the problems

posed by Iongwall mining. The problems, however, are substantially the same: damage to

surface structures, surface water bodies, and water supplies making use of groundwater. An

attempt to account for the varying responses among the states would be constltute a thesis

in itself. For example, what political, social, economic, or institutional factors account for the

fact that Ohio and West Virginia require replacement of damaged water supplies while

Pennsylvania and Kentucky do not?

What is perhaps more important is to look at the experience in other states for lessons that

could be of use to both the coal industry and the regulatory agency in Virginia. The clearest

lesson is that if Iongwall mining is practiced on a large scale, there is strong potential for

subsidence damage and contlicts between coal companies and landowners. This fact, and the

necessity of resolving the contlicts, make monitoring of both subsidence development and

hydrology essential; and the more data that are available, the better, both for the regulatory

agency and the coal companies. The experience ln these states suggests that unless coal

operators and landowners can come to some basic agreement over Iongwall mining, which

ls unlikely unless the landowners feel fully compensated, contlicts over Iiability for both dam-

age to structures and water supply impairment wlll not go away, nor will pressures on the

agency, which will tend to be caught in the middle. Development of a consensus between coal

operators and surface owners on both the necessity of Iongwall mining and the necessity of

full compensation for damages ls viewed not only as a practical necessity by the Chlef of

Ohio's Division of Reclamation, but as a real posslbillty as well.*°¢ Ohio, perhaps because of

the presence of well-organized and polltlcally active groups opposed to Iongwall mining,

*°* Dieringer, T. Chief, Ohio Division of Reclamation, Presentation at An Industry Under Seige: Some
Facts About Subsidence. Charleston, West Virginia, April 5-6, 1989, sponsored by the American
Minin Congress and the West Virginia Coal Association.
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seems to have made more progress toward a resolution of the conflict between coal operators

and surface owners than any other state. The need for building a consensus in which surface

owners and coal operators each recognize the legitimate clalms of the other, ls the most

valuable Iesson for Virginia ln this review of other states’ experiences with iongwall mining.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

This thesis has considered the hydrologic impacts of Iongwall mining and the adequacy of the

controls over those impacts. Specilically, it has addressed the following question: Are the

available control mechanisms (technical, regulatory, and legal) adequate for protection of the

hydrologic balance from the adverse effects of subsidence caused by high-extraction under-

ground coal mining? This section draws conclusions and presents recommendations based

on them.

Ability to Protect Hydrologic Balance Through Technical

Means

From a review of the literature and interviews with numerous federal and state olficlals, as

well as representatlves of cltizens’ groups and environmental organlzations, the oonclusion

is inescapable that Iongwall mlning, through the action of subsidence, inevitably disturbs the

hydrologic balance. Though the effects, and their impacts, are determlned by site-specific
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factors, lt ls safe to say that groundwater levels over Iongwall panels are likely to decline, and

that developed water sources (wells and springs) will be adversely affected. Surface water

= bodies may be damaged as well. Although the hydrologic lmpacts are limited ln most cases

to the surface area subject to subsldence, this area, for Virginia mlnes uslng longwall systems,

ls quite large. The adverse lmpacts upon developed water sources are particularly burden-

some in the coallield region because of the rellance of rural residents upon relatively scarce

groundwater for water supply.

The only rellable method of protecting a surface feature from the damaglng effects of

subsldence is to prevent subsldence by not extracting more than 50 percent of the coal be-

neath the feature. Damages to structures can be prevented in some cases by premining

precautions, such as jacking; structural damage can also be repalred, although in some rare

cases the damage is so severe that it is not economlcal to do so. However, it appears llkely

that alteration of the hydrologic balance cannot be prevented except by preventing

subsldence. This may be practical in the case of streams, but for groundwater, which is dif-

fused over broad areas, it is not. Likewise, while in some cases a damaged streambed might

be repaired, damaged groundwater cannot be. The adversely affected water user can only

wait and hope that water levels recover. lt is likely that recovery will occur eventually, and in

the long run there may even be beneticial effects such as increased groundwater availability

and stream basellows. Nonetheless, recovery and enhancement are far from certain.

Adequacy of Protection Under the Common Law

The common law does not, and cannot, provide adequate protection for water resources from

the effects of subsldence. ln the first place, as a rule, damage must have occurred already

before there ls cause for suit. Second, in some cases, the surface owner’s predecessors in
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Interest may have ceded the right to subjacent support, so that the surface owner has no legal

recourse. Third, litigating is inherently risl<y and requires substantial investment. Rural res-

idents of the coalflelds, on whom the burden of proof is placed, may not have the resources,

either in terms of time, money, or information, to enter into a court battle with a coal company.

Finally, there Is the question of whether the protection of water rights of surface owners Is the

same thing as protection of the hydrologic balance. I contend that It Is not. lf a spring ls not

used for water supply by a surface owner, and it is dewatered, is this therefore a negligible

impact? The short·term and long-term effects of subsidence dewatering of springs, seeps, and

surface water bodies on the ecological balance have yet to be determined.

Leaving aside the question of whether the common law provides adequate protection to the

hydrologic balance, one can ask whether the common law even provides adequate protection

to property rights. There are several related questions here. The first is a question of equity:

is it right that surface owners should have to bear a part of the cost of coal production without

compensation? Clearly, I think, lt is not, and in this the common law would agree. In cases

where the deed severing the mineral and surface estates ceded the right to subjacent support,

the coal companies argue that the owner or his predecessor in interest has already received

compensation. Whether the surface owner, or his predecessor, entered into the agreement

with full information about the consequences, or received adequate compensation, is open to

question, and has been raised in Iawsuits involving longwall mining. The coal industry’s an-

swer to this question, as expressed by an attorney who has represented coal companies In

such suits, is “wise or not, a deal ls a deal."*°° On the other hand, the coal companies using

longwalls recognlze, through their policies, that corporate responsibility and "good

cltlzenship" require them to provide repair or replacement of water supplies damaged by

subsidence, lrrespective of the terms of the deed. This lnconsistency can be explalned, I think,

W Miller, D. M. Attorney, Porter, Wright, Morris, and Arthur. “Myths and reality about planned
subsidence. Legal issues.” Presented at An Industry Under Seige: Some Facts About Subsidence.
Agggrican Mining Congress and West Virginia Coal Association, Charleston, West Wrginla, April 5-6,
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in terms of the companies' recognitlon of the requirements of equity and public relations on

the one hand, and their desire to maintain control by repairing or replacing water voluntarily,

on the other.

The second question has to do with the adequacy of compensation. A rural resident who has

had a dependable source of water, free, from a spring or well ls unllkely to feel completely

satlsfied with hookup to a public water supply if he then has to pay for the water he uses.*°‘

Or, lf a clstern ls lnstalled and lilled regularly by the coal company until, perhaps, a replace-

ment well can be installed, the surface owner still suffers lnconvenience, invasion of privacy,

and uncertainty. If he ls dissatlstied, his only recourse ls the courts. And in those cases

where a surface owner’s well or spring has gone dry or become unusable, and the coal

company feels it is not responsible and so refuses to take any action, the surface owner is

again faced with either going to court or simply accepting his fate.

The foregoing Ieads to a recommendation for legislative action. Following the examples of

Ohlo and West Virginia, Virginia should enact legislation requiring replacement of water sup-

plies damaged by subsidence by the coal company responsible. Such an assignment of li-

ability would have the benelicial effect of including in the coal company’s accounts a cost of

production that may under current law be fobbed off onto the surface owner. The additional

burden on the coal companies should be slight since it is already their policy to replace water

supplies. What such a law would accomplish ls to remove the uncertainty that ls one of the

most burdensome aspects of the situation for the surface owner.

The law should provide that in cases where there ls a dlspute as to the company’s causing the

damage, the regulatory agency, DMLR, would make the determlnation. An appeals process

could be set up to resolve those cases, which should be few, where either the surface owner

W Virginia State Senator Buchanan, at one of the hearings on subsidence in Southwest Wrginia held
by the Joint Subcommlttee Studying the Effects of Longwall Mining, compared such compensation to
shooting a farmer's cow, and then giving him a bucket to go to town and buy milk.
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or the coal company is dissatisfied with the result. Shifling responsibility for these determi-

nations to the regulatory agency removes another cost from the surface owner, that referred
l

to by economists as the transaction cost. DMLR, with its staff expertise and the monitoring

data it recelves from coal companies, is better equipped to make such determlnations than

the courts.

Adequacy of Regulatory Protection

The question of whether the regulatory apparatus adequately protects the hydrologic balance

may be resolved in two parts. The first has to do with the regulatlons themselves - do they

provide adequate authority to the Implementing agency? Do they address the necessary

areas? Do they have any "teeth”? lf the regulatory scheme passes this first test, the question

then becomes whether the Implementation is adequate. The question of the adequacy of im-

plementation again depends on certain conditions being met. Before getting into that ques-

tion, however, let us examine the first.

The regulatlons established for the carrying out of VCSMCRA are a curious mixture of detail,

specificity, and comprehensiveness together with vagueness and ambiguity at a number of

cruclal points. They are so complex as to be nearly incomprehenslble, according to at least

one observer who has been involved ln the litigation of SMCRA for a decade.M lt ls clear from

a reading of the regulatlons that they were designed first and foremost for controlling the ef-

fects of surface mlnlng, and only secondarily for controlling the surface effects of underground

mlnlng,

M Attorney, Galloway and Greenberg, Washington, D.C. Personal communication, Febru-
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As dlscussed earlier, the level of protection endorsed by Congress in enacting SMCRA was

partlal. Effects of mining were to be minimized, llmited to the permit area, and temporary

(hence the bondlng and reclamation requirements). The law recognlzes that minlng will nec-

essarily entall certain lmpacts, but these are to be kept to a minimum. The permitting re-

quirements of the regulatlons establlsh a spatlal boundary beyond which significant effects

on water quantlty and quality are not allowed. They requlre an attempt to predlct hydrologic

(and other) lmpacts, and ln addition require that the appllcant demonstrate how such lmpacts

will be mlnimized or mitigated. Based on the expected lmpacts, the regulatlons require

planning and Implementation of monitoring to ensure that there are no unexpected or uncon·

talned lmpacts. So far, so good.

A graduated series of mandatory warnings and sanctions of increasing severity is provided for

by the regulatlons to ensure that mining operators comply with the provisions of the approved

permit and the performance standards. As noted earlier, the lack of technical options for re-

pair of hydrologic damage limits DMLR's responses when unexpected damage occurs. In

other words, if a mining operation, following its approved plan, generates some unanticipated

adverse impact, DMLR can only order the mining company to repair it if it is technically fea-

sible. ln the case of hydrologic lmpacts, it may not be. lt ls at this point that the agency’s

options are limited to trying to prevent further damage, perhaps by ordering some revision

of the operation plan. In general, however, it can be concluded that the regulatlons have

sufliclent "teeth” to ensure a high level of compliance. This conclusion ls bome out by the low

number of violations discovered by OSMRE in its site inspections of 25 percent of the ooal

mlnlng operations permitted under the Vlrginla program.¤

In thelr hydrologic performance standards for underground mining operations, the regulatlons,

by virtue of their use of terms borrowed from SMCRA itself, give a great deal of discretlon to

M Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement. Regulatory and Abandoned Mine Land
Reclamation Programs Under the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 ln the State

ol Virginia. Fiscal Year 1988 Annual Evaluation Report for the Period July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988.
Big Stone Gap: U.S. Ofüce of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, December 1988.
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the implementlng agency. Such terms as "minlmize the damage to the hydrologic balance,”

"an aquifer which slgnificantly ensures the hydrologic balance," and "material damage to the

hydrologic balance" are not given precise operational definitions, and probably cannot be

defined preclsely at the general level of regulations which apply to a variety of hydrogeologic

regimes. Thus, their meaning is left to DMLR to determine in specific situations. How much

damage constitutes material damage? For that matter, what exactly ls the hydrologic bal-

ance? Such determlnations are left, in the final analysis, to the professional ludgement of the

regulatory personnel. lt must also be emphasized that they depend on the availability of

monitoring data and a sufiicient understanding of the hydrologic system to interpret available

data.

There are, however, two specific areas in which the Virginia regulations appear to be unnec-

essarily permissive of hydrologic damage. The removal of the prohibition of high extraction

mining beneath perennial streams, and its replacement with a standard of mlnimization of

damage, is the most conspicuous. This change allows DMLR greater Iatitude in determining

the level of protection from subsidence damage to be applied to particular perennial streams.

However, it may increase the risk that some streams will be damaged by subsidence. Actual

effects of mining operations on such streams will need to be closely monitored.

The striking down of the federal regulatlons’ requirement of provision of alternative water

sources in the case of underground mlnes, and subsequent deletion of this requirement from

the Virginia program, mentioned above ln connection with assignment of liability, constitutes

not so much a weakening of DMLR’s ability to protect the hydrologic balance as it does a

dimlnution of the agency’s involvement in controlling the social lmpacts of disturbance to the

hydrologic balance. As argued above, this change has shifted costs inequitably to surface

owners, and it should be corrected.

With this exception, however, it appears that the regulatory framework is adequate on paper

for protection of water resources In Virginia. This brings us to the question of implementation.
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Implementation is crucial to the success of any regulatory program, and is doubly so where

a great deal of discretlon is Ielt to the lmplementlng agency. As shown above, thls ls the case

with respect to the interpretation of the performance standards for protection of the hydrologic

balance.

With respect to the implementation of the permitting requirements for prediction of hydrologic

effects and their impacts, and for monitoring, the research reported herein supports the con-

clusion that DMLR's performance has improved substantlally in the past two to three years.

Standards for the determination of probable hydrologic consequences (PHC) have improved,

hydrologic monitoring requirements have been extended beyond the permit area to include

adjacent areas subject to subsidence, and the agency has instituted a CHIA process that ls

at least acceptable to OSMRE. Moreover, recognizing the need for a better knowledge base

for its permitting decisions, DMLR has begun to assemble a comprehensive geologic and

hydrologic computerized data management system. There is still a need for information in

two areas, however. One is the long-term effects of subsidence on groundwater; the other is

the ecological impacts of subsidence’s hydrologic effects. Not until more is known about

these two areas can permitting decisions be made with confidence.

OSMRE, in its annual oversight evaluation reports, has noted steady improvement on the part

of the agency with respect to deficiencies noted in 1984 and 1985 regarding the technical ad-

equacy of subsidence control plan requirements and the granting of waivers of groundwater

monitoring requirements. As noted earlier, OSMRE has given the agency high marks for ln-

spection and enforcement. Their evaluations Iooked speclfically at DMLR's inspections rela-

tive to applicable performance standards, and at the timeliness, effectiveness, and

approprlateness of enforcement actions taken in response to violations discovered.

ln concluslon, DMLR appears to be doing what lt takes to lmplement the regulations under

VCSMCRA. The agency has what could be viewed as a thankless task, ln that it has no

“constituency" to lend lt support. It finds itself ln the unenviable position of enforcing a law
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that ls not popular with the mining lndustry and acting in a role whose limitations are perhaps

poorly understood by the people who live in the coallields.

Recommendations

The limitations to the regulatory protection of water resources from the effects of coal mining

ldentlfled ln this research are the following:
l

Lack of authority to require water replacement.

Lack of data for resolving water supply damage claims.

Lack of understanding of the long-term implications of hydrologlc disturbance consequent

to subsidence.

Lack of knowledge of the biological and ecological impacts of subsidence damage to the

hydrologlc balance.

ln order to address these deticlencies, the following recommendations are made.

1. Amend the Vlrglnla Code to requlre water replacement. Underground coal mining permit

applicants would be required to ldentify altemative water sources that would be provided

ln the event of damage to existing sources. Then, as a condition of bond release, if

monitoring of developed water sources showed substantlal subsidence damage to quan-

tity or quality, such that the source was no longer adequate, the coal operator would be

required to provide water from altemative sources as ldentitied ln the application. Fur-

ther, cases where there was disagreement over causation would be resolved by DMLR,
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with appropriate appeals process provisions. Such a measure should not be viewed as

onerous by the coal companies, who after all have stated their willingness to replace

damaged water supplies. It would have the salutary effect of reducing the uncertainty

over one of life's primary necessities that is felt by surface dwellers affected by

subsldence. lt would also remove some of the burden of transaction costs from surface

owners.

2. Requlre effective monltorlng of water levels and flow rates of all developed water sources

llkely to be affected by hlgh extractlon underground mlnlng, and requlre correlation of

monltorlng data with the proxlmlty and passage of the longwall face. lf DMLR ls to de-

termine whether mining operations have affected individual water supplies, the agency

will need a solid information base for doing so. As noted earlier, monitoring of developed

water supplies and correlation with mining operations can benefit not only surface owners

but mine operators as well, protecting the Iatter from spurious damage claims. Although

such monitoring would represent an additional expense for mine operators, increased

monitoring is already being required by DMLR, and in some cases monitoring existing

wells may be an adequate substitute for installing new monitoring wells. No new statu-

tory authority would be necessary for DMLR to implement this requirement.

3. Begln long-tenn hydrologlc monltorlng of groundwater and surface water ln strategic lo-

cations above representatlve longwall operations. To support Its CHIA process and to be

able to assure that future uses of the land above high·extractlon mining operations will

not be lmpaired, DMLR needs information on the Iongterm effects of subsidence on water

resources. One year of postminlng monitoring ls not enough to support conclusions about

long-term hydrologlc effects. Therefore, monitoring should continue, perhaps at a re-

duced level (l.e., fewer locations, less frequent reporting than during active mining), for

a long enough period to allow DMLR to draw firm conclusions with respect to Iongterm

effects of subsidence on both water quality and quantity. Monitoring should be designed

to detect changes in water chemistry as well as changes in quantity. lf possible, the
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monitoring should be Implemented at points for which premlning baseline data are

available. Aquifer testing should be part of such a longterm monitoring program, partic-

ularly since lt has been suggested that longwall mining may actually lmprove

groundwater development potential in the long run.

4. Sponsor research. One of the unanswered questions with respect to the effects of mining

subsldence concerns its effects on fish and wildlife. DMLR should consider sponsoring

a study of the effects of subsidence, with its attendant hydrologlc balance disturbance,

on biological productivity. Such a study could be co-sponsored by the Virginia Depart-

ment of Game and Inland Fisheries, one of whose spokesmen has expressed concern

over potential impacts, and conducted either by the Department or by one of the state

universities. One of the areas of particular interest is the effect of subsidence on streams,

springs, and seeps, which provide drinking water for wildlife as well as habitat for both

plants and animals. Both the literature and the experience of regulatory agencies in other

states show that subsidence can damage streams, and that such damage is difficult or

impossible to mitigate. Perennial streams in the coalfields not only provide important

habitat but also contribute to the area's potential for outdoor recreation.

What the above recommendations aim at is primarily the reduction of the uncertainty that now

surrounds longwall mining. There is uncertainty over its longterm hydrologlc effects and the

lmpacts of these effects on future land use and on the ecology of the area. Furthermore, un-

certainty over both immediate and Iasting impacts on water supplies, and over the remedl-

ation of or compensation for such impacts, plagues landowners above the mines.

lf this rampant uncertainty oould be reduced, it could help to repair the ritt between the ooal

companies and the citizens of the area. The posltlons and desires of surface resldents and

the ooal companies are actually not far apart. lt is, I believe, the hablt of opposition born of

long years of controversy and class struggle in the coalfields that now stands in the way of

consensus. The ooal companies, by their water replacement and structure damage policles,
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demonstrate that they believe these actions are right, regardless of the legal rights to mine

without liability that they claim ln some cases. The resldents, even those who lnitlally or-

ganized to oppose longwall minlng, recognize the economic necessity of keeplng minlng

economlcally viable. Barney Reilly, President of Dickenson County Citizens Committee, an

l

organization formed out of concern over subsidence effects from the McCIure mine operated

by Clinchtield Coal Company, was recently quoted as saying,
“We

don’t expect minlng to stop.

We don’t want minlng to stop."*°' Of course, they would prefer not to suffer the effects of

subsidence; but they recognize the economic need for longwall mining. What resldents do

want is assurance that the land will remain productive for future generations, that the dam-

ages they suffer will be compensated, and that the disruption to their lives will be minimized.

W “LongwalI renewal dlsappoints residents." Coalfield Progress, April 11, 1989.
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Appendix A. Acronyms Used

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

I

CHIA Cumulative Hydrologic Impact Assessment

DER Department of Environmental Resources (Pennsylvania)

DMLR Division of Mined Land Reclamatlon (Virginia)

DMME Department of Mines, Mlnerals, and Energy (Virginia)

DMR Division of Mineral Resources (Virginia)

I

DNR Department of Natural Resources (Ohio, West Virginia)

DoE Department of Energy (West Virginia)

OSM Office of Surface Mining (U.S. Department of the Interior); renamed Office of Sur-

face Mlning Reclamatlon and Enforcement (OSMRE)
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OSMRE Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (U.S. Department of the In-

terior)

RON Revision Order Notice; issued by DMLR in Virginia when a change in mine permlt

conditions is lndicated

SMCRA Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, P.L. 95-87, 91 Stat. 445, U.S.C.

Sec. 1201 et seq.

USGS U.S. Geological Survey

VCCER Virginia Center for Coal and Energy Research, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

State University, Blacksburg, Virginia

VCSMCRA Virginia Coal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act
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